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By the time you read this the festive period will
be over. It will no longer be the season to be jolly.
Instead you will weigh ten pounds more than you did
when I wrote this, have lost or broken your present
and will probably still be nursing a hangover. You will
likely also have already shattered every single New
Year’s resolution

B

ut how about in the workplace? Do you make resolutions
in a professional capacity? Does your company? Maybe, or
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But, supposing you and/or your business have decided to undertake
the annual oaths, what would your resolutions be?
Maybe something altruistic and benevolent. Signing up to the Living
Wage perhaps, or partnering your department/organisation with a
charity to do some good that way.
         
There’s nothing wrong with a completely self serving and mercenary
goal. From simple (if not easy) ideas like asking for a pay rise to an
entire career change. Then again you might just be looking to be more
assertive in meetings et cetera.
Could you just go for something fun and silly. Haven’t you always
wanted to replace all the stairs in your building with slides? No? Maybe
it’s just me.
Whatever you decide, then FMJ wishes you the very best of luck and
hopes you had a very happy holiday.
As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening
in the FM sector.

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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Can you evacuate safely?
If you are not sure then we can help

Not having safe evacuation
procedures in place could be potentially
dangerous for you, your company and your staff.
To comply with the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order, as an employ
is your legal responsibility to ensure all staff and visitors in the workplace can
evacuate safely in an emergency, this includes able bodied people as well as the
mobility impaired.
It is paramount that the appropriate procedure and equipment is readily available,
as an employer you can no longer rely on the intervention of the Fire Service.
Failure to do so could result in criminal prosecution; or in the event of a fatality
be prosecuted for corporate manslaughter.

1O%
OFF

ANY ORDER PLACED*
PLEASE QUOTE FMJ-9 TO
RECEIVE YOUR DISCOUNT

Call 0121 706 6744 for your FREE Evacuation Assessment
* 10% Discount applies to
list price on non
chairs only.

Evac+Chair International are the world’s
No.1 supplier of evacuation chairs.
www.evacchair.co.uk
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 Next Month
FMJ looks into the challenges faced by the FM
team at Covent Garden and explores the issues
surrounding interious, cleaning, security and
vacant buildings. So if you have any thoughts or
feedback please email:

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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INDUSTRY EXPERT COLUMN

IN MY VIEW

WOMEN IN THE BUILT

ENVIRONMENT
David Ward, managing director of Ward Security

TIME FOR CHANGE
We live in times of incredible change and few
industries are immune to its effects.
The changes of recent decades have
encompassed technological developments,
as well as changes in society that have
fundamentally altered the world. But we have
also seen profound change in the business world.
Concepts such as partnerships have moved
from being the exception to the rule. In today’s
commercial world the secret of success is to
work closely with customers, suppliers and
          
        
Nowhere does this reveal itself more clearly
than in facilities management. By its very nature,
facilities management is all about bringing
together a range of services and disciplines,
many of which are outsourced to external
suppliers. The most effective and successful
facilities managers are those that can bring all
this together smoothly.
Security is one such function that traditionally
has existed as a stand-alone bolt-on service.
However, even that has changed. Today’s
security offering is about so much more.
          
point of contact for visitors and work closely
with reception services. This in turn helps to
make the security task more effective.
This evolution will continue. The facilities
management palette of services becomes more
         
   

          

the time to think about standing still.

Ward Security
t: 0845 872 1327
www.ward-security.co.uk
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Addressing the very real issues of both a skills
shortage and the under-representation of senior
women in the industry, the Conference aimed to
develop an understanding of what it takes to be a
leader in today’s built environment sector.
Former MP and current member of the House of
Lords, Oona King, was the keynote speaker. King
works as a diversity executive at Channel 4, and it was
 # 3!   
talk was based.
$ ! 3!   
60   0  3 #
and not simply something she had made up to feel
good about herself), the time she helped persuade
Gordon Brown to ban cluster bombs and worried
that her son, who spent several years before his birth
living in a freezer, wouldn’t “defrost properly and
would end up like a dodgy ready meal.”
Of direct relevance though were her thoughts on
the make up of the workforce in and around the built
environment. Overwhelmingly white, middle class
and male, and why changing this is essential if any
progress is to be made.
7 8#%0++
managing director, Debra Ward, the subject of an
extensive interview in last month’s edition of FMJ.
Ward told the story of her youth back in small town

Canada, working in her father’s bar, and her journey
around the world until she found her calling in
London.
The day itself was wrapped up by Liz Kentish,
managing director of Kentish and Co. Debuting her
new motivational speech about a mysterious woman
called “Elizabeth,” who’s identity would remain
a secret… The tale of how her head teacher from
college told her she would amount to nothing as she
asked too many questions brought one of the biggest
laughs of the day.

All in all there were no groundbreaking discoveries,
no earth shattering realisations, just the consensus
that women, and plenty of other demographics, are
woefully underrepresented in the built environment,
whether it be FM, architecture, engineering or
something else and that this is to the detriment of the
industry in general.
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Incentive help the visually impaired shop safely
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DATES FOR THE

FM DIARY
JANUARY 2015
26-27
7- / - 
Radisson Blu Hotel, Standstead
www.forumevents.co.uk

FEBRUARY 2015
12
34*$(4/*  
155 Bishopsgate, Liverpool Street, London
www.rics.org

MARCH 2015
3-5
# 
ExCeL, London
www.ecobuild.co.uk
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The independent facilities management company
is working with Guide Dogs (formerly Guide Dogs
for the Blind) to train all of its shopping centre
 0    #  
throughout their visit. Forming part of Guide Dogs’
My Guide Open for Business Service aims to make
public-facing organisations more accessible to
   #    3 0 
initiative of its kind in the FM industry.
$ ##  :# :
$      
not only to learn appropriate levels of assistance,
;# 3  
to gain understanding what it’s like to be without

vision in such an environment. This includes
wearing a blindfold and being guided through
the centre by a colleague, which has proved a
 # !  
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training facilitated by Guide Dogs. The company
0  0  
  $# X>YZ 
also been coached to the level of ‘trainer’ and will
be leading the nationwide rollout of training across
the company.
The training sessions have also helped identify
obstacles within the centres so that they can be
adjusted to help blind and partially sighted service
users. Examples so far include adjusting automated
doors to stay open longer, and installing kickplates
at the foot of stairs.

MARCH 2015
10-12
7*$ 
ExCeL, London
www.cleaningshow.co.uk

MARCH 2015
16-17
7 $  $
Radisson Blu Hotel, Stanstead
www.forumevents.co.uk

APRIL 2015
21-23
$  )
NEC, Birmingham
www.sustainabilitylive.com

MAY 2015
11-12
7 $*$
Heythorp Park Resort, Oxfordshire
www.forumevents.co.uk

WEBINAR REVEALS GAP BETWEEN FM AND PROCUREMENT
A webinar exploring the gap between the facilities management and procurement sectors has
revealed that more than half feel that the relationship between the two parties is only ‘average’.
The webinar hosted last week by Trade Interchange, saw senior speakers from the FM and
procurement sectors discuss the reason for this disconnect.
Consultant Dave Wilson argued that this was only exacerbated when FM teams delivered over
multiple geographies and cultures. “Procurement’s inherent desire to cut supplier numbers to reduce
administration is directly contradictory to FM.”
Les Stratford, chairman of the BIFM’s Procurement Special Interest Group, acknowledged that there
was a perception that while FM had learnt to distinguish between economical procurement, efficient
resource use and effective operations, which requires combining economic buying, efficient utilisation
and desired outcomes, their procurement counterparts have not recognised this change and remain
focused on unit cost, often at the expense of effective operations and desired outcomes.
However, the panel acknowledged that FM had much to learn from the procurement function – if
only FM would be open to the opportunities a good relationship good bring. The audience agreed that
there were skills held by the procurement team which were valued by the organisation. Asked which of
procurement’s competences were most important to FM, the audience reported support to articulate
the service required; probity and auditability of process ; in-depth experience of the procurement
process; in-depth experience of contract management; and negotiation skills.
One solution to bring the two parties close together is to literally co-locate them, said Ian Jones,
director of facilities and estates at ITV, who had a procurement director who sat next to the FM team
for a year. “The relationship improved immeasurably as a result,” he reported.

JUNE 2015
16-18
- $ 
ExCeL, London
www.facilitiesshow.com

JUNE 2015
29-30
7- / -


Whittlebury Hall Hotel, Northants
www.forumevents.co.uk

JUNE/JULY 2015
30-01
84    09;<
Manchester Central Convention Complex
www.avexshow.co.uk

SEPTEMBER 2015
15-17
3'/
NEC, Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com
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THE CHANGING IMPACT OF TODAY’S

WORKPLACE ENVIRONMENT
What are the secret ingredients for a great workplace? This is a question that many employers
struggle to answer. PHS CEO, Gareth Rhys Williams, discusses the company’s recent research
on wellbeing in the workplace
It is becoming increasingly important
that we look to tomorrow’s workplace
and identify what is required to get the
       
happiness and wellbeing.
Producing some very interesting
     
       
    
      !
One of the most notable factors
 ""  
of respondents citing that their
  # 
  !$    
   %   &"'
per cent) and colleague relationships
(69 per cent).
       
     *    
     
   
       
could be argued that employees
are yearning for a more social and
      ! 
quarter of people wanting a casual
     
more at the needs of today’s changing
workforce demographic?
An interesting notion discussed
    +    
development of the multi-generation
  !/  
     :  
challenge of managing a workforce

       
;<  + + 
=   >@ B!C
         
D     
       
!/ D =   @
expects a workplace where they can
not only interact socially but also work
  !$   
Baby Boomers are more accustomed
to the cubicle-style workspace where
communication is made via formal
meetings arranged in advance.
C   
8
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survey also revealed that 79 per cent
of respondents believe that there is a
strong relationship between a good
workplace and career progression. For
younger generations such as Generation
@&  HJ"HKHJJLN  
progression is critical and even deemed
    
 
  !C     
organisations to not only provide career
       
a workplace environment that promotes
and enables this.
A lack of career progression can
be disheartening or demoralising for
employees and may ultimately lead
to high employee turnover. An Oxford
Economic report reveals that the total
average cost of hiring a new employee
amounts to a substantial £30K.
S U      
be a main priority within organisations
        
      
taken into consideration.
C    
that career progression is not the
      
of workplace. Eighty-seven per cent
of respondents stated that they feel
a strong relationship between their
workplace and the salary they are
 !C 
struggling to perform at their optimum
       
in poor performance and ultimately
lower rewards.
V  D   
has grown to be the top motivator and
contributor to employee satisfaction.
V    
 : <
  WX
per cent of respondents ranking salary
    Y 
 =  : !C
no surprise considering the recent
recession of 2009 has generated a more
money-conscious generation.
But clearly salary is not the biggest
     !
members of the workforce may argue

that a positive workplace environment
        
comfortable workplace environment
encourages hard work and productivity.
C    
reveals that organisations need to take
more notice of employee satisfaction.
ZW"      
stating that regular wellbeing
    [L 
cent stated that their organisation
     !C
is particularly surprising as employee
satisfaction has a positive correlation
with psychological wellbeing.
     
        
      #  
   !V    
organisations are also experiencing
a multi-generation workforce and
     D  
of these generations is likely to be
   :
 !\   
more crucial than ever to monitor the
wellbeing of employees.
   
managers with information on how
employees respond to a range of
issues and can improve problems such
  
     !V  
to the Chartered Institute of Personnel
Z &S\ZN 
     ; 
    
and values. It is interesting to note
 ^ _   ^ _
   
   `L  
of respondents were asked about their
     
of which are key contributing factors to
emotional wellbeing.
It is even more surprising that only
20 per cent were asked about their
happiness in their organisation’s
wellbeing survey. If stress levels and
happiness are not questioned in a
     
wellbeing surveys in use be deemed as

  j   
       
     "X
per cent of surveyed respondents had
not taken part in a fully comprehensive
wellbeing survey.
V  &'"  N 
comments regarding workplace
conditions were negative and therefore
indicate that many organisations
have room for improvement. Areas
    
      
 &LX  N   
(22 per cent) and washroom hygiene
&HL  N!{    
bound to impact on the way employees
perceive the standard of their
      
factors to consider in a health and
safety capacity.
Cleanliness standards in the
workplace environment must not
be ignored. Organisations should
consider the implications of an unclean
workspace and recognise that a clean
   
      !+
        
workplace can cause employees to feel
uncomfortable or even worried about
contracting illness from germs. It is
therefore essential for organisations to
act on such concerns.
\     
  
importance of the workplace
environment and emphasises the need
for organisations to monitor employee
satisfaction and overall wellbeing
through more in depth assessments.
C    _
multi-generation workforce and their
    !
C       
     
         
boost employee productivity and
business success.
For more information on improving
your workplace, visit: www.phs.co.uk

SAVE THE
DATE

PHEX+ RETURNS TO
ALEXANDRA PALACE
20-21 MAY 2015

A trade event designed with you in mind – register FREE now!

www.phexshow.co.uk
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

Mitie has announced it has extended its
transformational partnership delivering integrated
facilities management (IFM) for Lloyds Banking
Group for a further eight years.
Carillion is to undertake a £75m project to develop
Liverpool Football Club’s Anfield Stadium so that it
has a capacity of 54,000 by the third quarter of 2016.
Property and facilities management provider
Bellrock, has been awarded a new contract by
Mowbray Education, a recently formed multiacademy trust, responsible for five schools in
Melton Mowbray. The Trust has plans to extend its
portfolio to nine academy schools.

AMEY WINS FORTH BRIDGES CONTRACTS
#      @     
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International support services and construction
group, Interserve and the Rezayat Group of Saudi
Arabia have announced the launch of a new
joint venture (JV) business to provide facilities
management services throughout the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia.
Outsourcing company Mitie, has formed a strategic
partnership with Facewatch, the online crime
reporting and networking service.

CARILLION SIGNS
DEALS WORTH £80M
:07 #^ 
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contract, which, including options for
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to the contract Carillion already has
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contract with Barts Health NHS Trust to
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the Trust’s properties, including Whipps
<+ # <  
 # 8 
prestigious Barts and Royal London
# 

Serco Group plc has announced the signing of
a five-year deal with the Department of
Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) to
continue providing onshore immigration detention
services in Australia.

OCS Group has announced the formation of a
facilities services joint venture (JV) in Saudi Arabia
with the Jeddah-based Zahid Group, which will be
headquartered in the King Abdullah Economic City,
the new port facility and development zone in
Saudi Arabia.

ISS EXTENDS
PARTNERSHIP WITH RBS
Following a successful 11-year
partnership with the Royal Bank of
Scotland (RBS), ISS has signed a new
3& 0  % 0 
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Property, residential, construction and services
group, Kier has landed two major partnership
deals worth a combined total of £600 million,
with Staffordshire and Northamptonshire
County Councils.
Mitie has been awarded a three-year contract with
Marie Curie Cancer Care to provide cleaning and
laundry services to its West Midlands Hospice and
cleaning, laundry and hostess services to Cardiff
& The Vale Hospice. The joint venture comprising
of Carillion and Equitix has been appointed as the
selected bidder for the £190 million Public Private
Partnership project to deliver the Midlands Private
Finance Batch under the Priority School Building
Programme (PSBP).
Graham construction has been awarded a contract
to deliver a new £8.5 million science building at
Liverpool Hope University. The building, expected
to be completed next year, will include specialist
laboratories and space for sport and exercise.

Continued support for the
Facilities Management industry
For over ﬁfteen years, Barclays has been at the forefront in providing
support, funding and guidance to the Facilities Management industry.
Working with our team of dedicated Business Services Relationship
Directors, you can be conﬁdent that you will always have access
to the right specialists, perfectly placed to understand your business
and connect you to the expertise you need.
To find out how we can help your business succeed, call
Nicki Thomson, Head of Business Services, Barclays
on 07775 546 928* or visit barclays.com/corporatebanking

Barclays is a trading name of Barclays Bank PLC and its subsidiaries. Barclays Bank PLC is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and
the Prudential Regulation Authority (Financial Services Register No. 122702). Registered in England. Registered number is 1026167 with registered office at 1 Churchill Place, London E14 5HP.
*Lines are open Monday to Friday, 8am to 6pm. To maintain a quality service we may monitor or record phone calls.

ADVICE & OPINION

PROPERTY FM

PROPERTY OWNERS WARNED OF THE
CONSEQUENCES OF NOT TESTING AND
MAINTAINING FIRE PREVENTION EQUIPMENT

BFG ANNOUNCES PUBLIC
AFFAIRS STRATEGY
Building Futures Group is announcing its public affairs
strategy as the UK begins to prepare for next year’s
general election.
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New guidance on resource
    
      
New guidance on the principles, importance and
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To obtain a copy of TM56: Resource efficiency of building
services, please visit: http://bit.ly/1oUdkpC
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BEMS market predicted to reach £4.4bn by 2020
In a newly updated report by
the Building Services Research
and Information Association
(BSRIA), the global building energy
management system (BEMS)
market is predicted to almost
double to more than £4.4 billion by
2020.
The BEMS Opportunities report
reveals that whilst Europe, which
accounts for almost the current
BEMS market is growing at around
10 per cent, North America has
been growing at a faster rate and
the rest of the world even faster
still. And it predicts that even
with a number of obstacles and
uncertainties facing the market,
growth is set to continue over the
8     
factors perpetuating this growth
Z        
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Real projects,
real savings.

Case study: Reading Station Car Park
EBMPIR-MB batten mount PIR presence detectors

For outdoor
use/wet areas

Watch the video

www.cpelectronics.co.uk/projects/reading

hour. With the excellent dimming capabilities of the EBMPIR-MB presence detector, light levels
are reduced to 10% when no pedestrian or vehicle movement is detected, and turned on to
full brightness when demanded. This reduces lighting costs, without compromising safety.

EBMPIR-MB Product
Key Features:
O

  

O

Detection up to 16m

O

Available in Switching
& Dimming versions

O

5 year warranty

O

Manufactured in the UK

Together with the use of LED lighting, the anticipated energy savings are around 60%*.
Lighting control for the most demanding areas

connect with us

Call us today on +44 (0)333 900 0671 or visit our website www.cpelectronics.co.uk



*Energy savings calculated between 40%
and 80%. Individual applications may vary

Reading Station Car Park is in use 24/7, 365 days a year and lighting is required every single
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COMMENT

WHEN YOUR HELPDESK NEEDS HELP
Your helpdesk is there to aid people in solving problems and letting your
            
      ! "#       #
$%  &     # %  #    
   &  &   

A

s a central hub for all things
FM, the way you operate your
helpdesk is fundamental to the
overall smooth running of your
business. There may be times
though when you are struggling to
capture all the calls coming into it,
or indeed to your general reception/
switchboard and would welcome
a helping hand. Outsourced
telephone answering support could
be the answer and increasingly
FM businesses are recognising the
     
   \   
daytime along with calls out of
hours and overnight.
Whatever issues a business faces
internally, the challenge is on to
provide a consistent telephone
response delivering spot on results
  $ #
a particular headache with the
responsibility in many cases to be
available 24/7 and in others to cover
extended business hours. With this in
mind, businesses large and small are
looking to outsourced solutions to
support in-house teams to increase
    #   %
savings and add overall value.
It’s an important step for any
business to make the decision to
either fully outsource its switchboard
or seek assistance in responding to
overspill calls that would go otherwise
unanswered – so it’s not a decision to
be taken lightly.
Times have certainly changed
though and outsourcing is no longer
a dirty word with smart businesses
understanding that they can’t always
do everything themselves, while
recognising the many issues that
 && # 
continuity. In the FM arena, as many
others, there is greater recognition
than ever that in order to perform well
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in core competencies, outsourcing
solutions via experienced partners
can mitigate any in-house shortage of
resource, skill or expertise. In addition,
businesses need to be prepared for the
vagaries of issues such as call peaks
    #
absences, resourcing around night
working, emergencies and potentially
more serious technical failures. All
  3
in the event of a telecoms outage or
other communication breakdown
      
a robust disaster recovery plan is in
#7& ##
immediately, handling calls until the
problem is resolved.
Finding the right outsourced
partner, to support your helpdesk
or general reception activity, needs
careful consideration. Telephone
0  !   
operational functions in its immediacy,
sometimes urgency, and the weight
of responsibility it carries as front-ofhouse for your brand when dealing
with external calls. As with any positive
outsourcing relationship, success going
forward begins with the due diligence
undertaken by both the client and
the supplier at various stages of the
process, allowing both parties to have
a comprehensive understanding of
the client’s business objectives and
requirements, while establishing the
level of cultural and organisational
3 00 
particularly important when it comes
to telephone answering to ensure
the necessary seamless interaction is
undetectable to the caller.
In my previous incarnations, working
within the facilities functions of large
 #  0 3&
     !
consistent telephone cover. Capturing
every call while factoring in call

volume variations and the scenarios
already described above, can be a
real headache. I have actually
0      
!   
to provide cover for a couple of
unexpected hours.
  3 !  
%# 
additional support. Think about
outsourcing as a real solution that
0%    
& 0 !  X~
premium service to complement your
existing team; guaranteeing all calls
0 0   3  
in control.
Here at Moneypenny we have a
growing number of FM clients seeking
0! 
switchboard solutions, with our
Moneypenny receptionists based
in Auckland, New Zealand, taking
UK calls from 8pm to 8am our time,
ensuring we are always answering
the phone bright and breezy in the
daytime, whether it’s 3pm or 3am.
As an example of how these
principles can be put into practise,
a building maintenance solutions
company, with 50 engineers on the
ground covering 300 individual sites,
approached Moneypenny for support
0   0
of hours call handling.

THEIR SITUATION
The business was operating with a
team of eight people rotating cover
on its helpdesk facility during normal
 + *  &!&
hours, phones were being diverted to
a contact centre but the service hadn’t
been meeting expectations as there
was no dedicated receptionist taking
calls and no reporting information
available. The process for out of hours

phone calls at that stage involved
calls going through to an engineer
with the phone being allowed to ring
three times on three occasions before
a text would be sent to another named
individual. Whilst the costs were
relatively low the service was poor and
not meeting the business needs.
The company was expanding
#  0 0  
and operational sites split across a
number of counties. To cover all the
geography, engineers were regionally
based with two call-out rotas; one
for the south region and one for the
north. In addition to requiring daytime
0##  # 
  3!! 
outsourced telephone call handling,
   ## ! 
5pm to 8.30am Monday to Friday and
from 5pm Friday through to 8.30am
Monday.

THE SOLUTION
00# %#
by Moneypenny with any calls for
employees based at the company’s
  #
straight through. Any calls for the
helpdesk are answered and a message
taken then forwarded to the helpdesk
for them to respond directly.
&!&0 
through to Moneypenny with
Moneypenny receptionists asking
for any details, the site location and
postcode. The Moneypenny client
management system stores this
information together with the name
of the corresponding engineer the call
has been directed to. Moneypenny
3  
to ensure the call is forwarded to
the relevant engineer. If he/she is
unavailable, the issue is then
escalated in agreement with the
company. If no one is available a
message is taken and the call marked
as either urgent or non urgent.
All call data with full call history,
individual call records and daily
reporting, is available online
anytime if any information needs
to be checked or management
reports drawn down.

“KI were a natural choice as the high
quality of the products and the flexibility of
the storage solutions lent themselves easily
to this project… The client is delighted
with the fit out and the bench desking in
particular, as are we.”
Marie-Louise Dunk, Director JAMstudio Ltd
Client: Dana Petroleum
Location: Aberdeen, Scotland
Dimensions: 37,000 sq ft HQ for up to 250
people
Project Brief: JAMstudio were briefed to
create an environment which would reflect
the philosophy of a forward thinking energetic
company like Dana; a space that was a delight
to work in and an office interior that would lift,
energise and enliven their staff.
KI furniture installed:
 UniteSE Workstations
UniteSE Storage Systems
Faveo Task Chairs

Showroom
148-153 High Holborn
London WC1V 6PJ
www.kieurope.com

The electrical inspection
and testing specialists
•
•
•
•

Fixed Wire Electrical Test and Inspections
Portable Appliance Testing
Load Monitoring/Recording
Thermographic Surveys

As a leading key service provider we operate throughout the UK and
Channel Islands providing a very competitive “best value” service
which has become very well recognised throughout the Facilities
Management market
Please contact us for immediate attention
Email: qcltd@quantectest.co.uk
Phone: (01634) 865750
Fax: (01634) 861195

www.quantectest.co.uk
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KPI SURVEY

Making better use of the help desk
This month the FM Index KPI Survey, compiled by FMJ and Causeway, considers some of
the trends around the use of help desks

A

s the primary interface between an
FM department and its customers
the help desk is clearly a vital tool in
the FM toolbox. And, as with most other
       
to play an increasingly important role in
the management of the help desk and the
requests it receives.

Fig.1 Use of proprietary help desk software
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Fig.2 75% of staff have intranet access to help desk
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“Taking advantage of the
functionality of purpose-designed to
     
    
   
James Atkinson
    Causeway
Nor is the functionality of the help desk
3  ! 
   0  ## 
 !! * \ 
  !    0  # 
 X>YX3 !0# 
0  X>YX  
Managing PPM through the help desk
!  ## 
#  !   !
##   6+{
%#%*  
=!#0  
  !
   #*

One area of integration that appears to be particularly
useful is the management of planned preventative
maintenance (PPM) tasks through the help desk.”
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In the next issue of FMJ we will look at some of the key
differences between FM processes in the public and private
sectors.
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Autodry Rapid Hands-In

Autodry Rapid Chrome

Super fast,
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Autodry Slimline available in
Brushed Steel and White

Autodry Rapid
vs paper towels...
Annual saving of
£1,082.22 (99%)!
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FAST FACTS

How to write better
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
There’s a lot of bad communication about. The instruction you have to read
 '   &  *    '      
you wondering ‘what am I supposed to do as a result of reading this?’ Vincent
Franklin, founder of Quietroom, give his advice.
No one sets out to produce bad
communication. But despite our best
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GREAT COMMUNICATION IS CLEAR,
VIVID AND REAL
S         
better communication.
 _     
   
        
!C  
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I WANT TO WRITE BETTER –
HOW DO I DO IT?
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BREAK UP LONG SENTENCES INTO
SINGLE IDEAS
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our important ideas stand out.
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USE VERBS INSTEAD OF
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TANKTRONIC
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A
AV

COLD WATER
STORAGE CONTROL

AYLESBURY
FLOAT VALVE RANGE
TM

TM

®

DIGITAL TANK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
THE MODERN SOLUTION TO
MONITORING AND CONTROLLING
WATER STORAGE TANKS

The Aylesbury range is synonymous
with ﬂoat valve excellence with tens of
thousands of products in continual use
throughout the UK and around the world.
Maximises tank capacity
Improves water turnover
QNo valve bounce, dribble
Q

Q

or water hammer
Q

Full ﬂow during ﬁll
Maintenance free

Q
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WITH NEW, LOW ODOUR
DECOTHANE ULTRA

Decothane Ultra offers the same
level of performance you have
come to expect from Sika Liquid
Plastics, but with signiﬁcantly
lower odour. This ﬂat rooﬁng
system is perfect for use in highly
sensitive areas, such as schools,
food manufacturing and hospitals.
Sika Liquid Plastics has worked
closely with a world leader in
odour research and sensory
analysis, to evaluate and establish
the low odour performance of
Decothane Ultra.

IT’S
BUSINESS
AS USUAL

For more information visit
www.decothaneultra.co.uk
alternatively, call 0800 112 3826 or
email decothane.ultra@uk.sika.com
@LiquidPlastics

CASE STUDY

DUBAI

East
With the rest of the world coming to Britain, America and Europe for
education, training and innovation it can sometimes be easy to forget how
much we can learn from other cultures. Even for facilities managers. Ben
         !      
facilities management in Dubai could have for Britain

T

he city of Dubai has one of the highest skylines in the Middle
East, is home to four of the world’s tallest residential
towers and is among the wealthiest and most modern cities
in the world today. It’s also an incredibly international city, a
microcosm society that brings together an array of cultures,
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where only one quarter of the population consists of native
Emiratis. The built environment is big business in Dubai and
the day-to-day management of buildings, and the people who
live and work within them, has evolved into something that
transcends typical facilities management.

FMJ.CO.UK

DUBAI

CASE STUDY

The blank canvas this new and vibrant
city represents has enabled progressive
building owners and operators to
revolutionise the culture of facilities
management: taking it from a reactive
and asset centric model and turning it
into a service-based, customer-focused
   #!  8 ##
has been remarkable, with businesses
    30  
#3    %!
centering operations on people and their
increasing expectations. Admittedly, the
UK market is a more mature one but the
principals of success are transferable.
< %0 8 
a decade with FTSE 250 construction
and services company Carillion PLC, he
was appointed managing director of
Emrill Services LLC in 2010. As the largest
integrated facilities management company
in the United Arab Emirates, Churchill’s
portfolio of clients included Emaar, Festival
City, Masdar City, Etihad Airways, World
Trade Center Abu Dhabi, Anantara and two
of the worlds tallest and most prestigious
residential towers – Torch Tower and
Princess Tower. Under Ben’s leadership,
Emrill experienced a 60 per cent growth
in revenue and 400 per cent increase in
#3 0  3  
market share. This success was recognised
in 2013 with Emrill named Middle East FM
Company of the Year, and Ben receiving
the European CEO of the Year Award
for his visionary leadership in facilities
management. Churchill joined Urbanise
as CEO in late 2013, to continue his goal
of transforming the facility management
industry through the adoption of new and
innovative technology practices.

THE CONSUMERISATION OF BUSINESS
OPERATIONS
The limitation of traditional approaches
to facilities management is that the
people that live or work within buildings
are overlooked; their needs as internal
customers ignored and opportunities
to capitalise on those needs neglected.
Redressing this approach in small, yet
meaningful ways is a core principal the UK
facilities management sector can embrace
 
  3 
help of cloud-based technology that’s
inexpensive to purchase and usually up,
running and delivering value within a
matter of hours, building operators in the
UK can create a new model where services
can be purchased and delivered via a safe
and secure online platform.
The need to disrupt the status quo of
traditional facilities management in Dubai
was developed in part as a necessary
DECEMBER/JANUARY 2015
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DUBAI

The melting pot of working cultures apparent in
Dubai has created an openness to explore new
ways of functioning successfully in an extremely
competitive market.”
response to the service culture that exists in
  3# 
has led to the consumerisation of business
operations. People now expect to be able
to do everything online and this includes
purchasing services for the buildings they
 0%0  70 %  8
towards a more customer centric approach
to satisfy consumer expectations for
convenience and personalisation, the
trend in Dubai has been to mirror this
need and prioritise service delivery and
customer experience over the mop and
bucket mentality.
E-commerce functionality is nothing
new; we live in a connected world and as
22
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consumers we expect to be able to procure
what we want, when we want it, safely
and securely. These expectations exist in
a workplace environment too. Therefore,
introducing e-commerce functionality for a
facilities management function is a logical
move, but one that needs to be combined
0  8    0
need to acknowledge that purchasing
   ! # 
product. A service has a life cycle involving
multiple customer touch points and
workforce interactions that need to
be carefully managed to create
a straightforward and successful
customer journey.

FMJ.CO.UK

A SHIFT IN PERSPECTIVE
Dubai is a city in its infancy, yet an area
of around 3,885 km² boasts a population
!X Y> =|Z   
between facilities management in Dubai
and in the UK is the sheer scale of the
buildings, which can magnify failings when
they do occur. The blank canvas Dubai
presents to building operators is mired
by the same ‘under the hood’ barriers to
success experienced by the UK sector. The
  0   
tackle age-old problems with innovation
and, to a certain degree, to take risks.
And this was the case for UAE facilities
management company, Emrill.
Emrill replaced its traditional approach to
buildings management with a service-lead,
customer-centred approach that united the
many facets of the company’s operation
!    
result not only streamlined Emrill’s day-

DUBAI

&  #     
enhanced the quality of service delivered
to both external corporate customers and
end users.
By adopting this innovative approach,
and harnessing in-expensive cloudbased technology to make it happen,
Emrill achieved a series of remarkable
performance results. These included a
210 per cent increase in recurring revenue
over a two-year period within its consumer
business; organically growing from 1,800
poor customer records to 27,500 high
quality customer records.

BUILDING UPON STRONG FOUNDATIONS
Whereas the UK facilities management
sector is arguably less accepting of change
in terms of its approach to buildings
management, it does boast some robust
standard operating procedures that set

CASE STUDY

it apart from its contemporaries in the East. The melting pot of
working cultures apparent in Dubai has created an openness to
explore new ways of functioning successfully in an extremely
competitive market. However, there remains a lot to be learnt from
the UK, especially in respect of contract structures and creating
 # #0 ## ¡!     
}    #   
immaturities. Therefore, with strong foundations already in place, if
"] 0   8  &  # 
its customers - and meet their emerging demands – it truly will be a
formidable force to be reckoned with.

DUBAI - FAST FACTS
• Population of 2,106,177.
•

"   # 

  !$#

• 83.7 per cent foreign born (the highest proportion in the
world except for the Vatican).
• Dubai only had 50,000 residents as recently as 1970.
• There are over 100,000 British expats in Dubai.
• Dubai produces 50,000 to 70,000 barrels of oil a day.
•          !$#  
• The oil is anticipated to be gone in under 20 years.
• Dubai is the seventh most popular tourist destination in
the world.
• It expects to welcome over 15 million visitors next year.
• These tourists are expected to spend in excess of
$10 billion.
• The Dubai Mall is the largest shopping centre in the world.
• $ *+///4 

 :;   <   =

>  Q      <  
•  XZ [         
at 2,722 ft tall (by comparison the Shard is 1,014 ft).
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fundamental to facilities
operations. I also learned about
3 #    
#  0   
and so on - and perhaps most
importantly the value of measures
of performance. Catering, as I’ve
said previously, is much better at
using KPI’s than FM has ever been.
8 ¢ %  %
that bring all that training to life, and the
change from education to having responsibility
was salutary. When I started out I had no idea how

In an interview with FMJ
last month Macro MD
Debra Ward said that
waitressing in her youth
was the best possible
preparation for a career in
FM as it taught her how to
prioritise, about procurement,
customer service and more. So,
what skills have you picked up from
unexpected places in the past, and how
do they help you in your current roles?

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE CONSULTANT’S VIEW

complex managing people really is. From that perspective
large scale catering is a tough school: you deal with poorly
    #  0# # 
8     0 !0 6#  
0&  &{     0 
If you are young and inquisitive, I think
turnover was high, motivation low, and service quality poor as
you can learn from almost any job.
a result, was some baptism. And initially I didn’t handle it well. I
Even if a job’s not directly applicable
blustered, micro-managed and generally made a bad situation
to your later career, you can still pick
worse. But the key thing was that I learned was to talk with my
up great experience, for example
  # 0 0    
about how to manage people - or
who knew the history and who, in short, could be trusted. It
how not to. Even learning from bad
was critical for me to put together what I’d experienced as a
bosses is possible. For myself, while
lowly employee with what I wanted from people in that same
I’m not sure I could say exactly what
situation. How I had wanted to be treated was just how they
I learned from my stints as a bus
wanted to be treated.
conductor or ice cream van man, they were certainly
From that dialogue I learnt to be honest, with my team, much
formative experiences about what it’s like to
more open and trusting, and much better at delegating. I
be at the bottom of the organisational
also realised that in a traditionally low paid job with long
food-chain. But I had great managers
!#  0%60 %  
when I worked in a pub and a shop
housekeeping or food service, hospitality is really
selling TV’s and white goods,
Life is continually
demanding work), then a team ethos and a sense of
and I probably took more of my
presenting all sorts of amazing
enjoyment are critical to motivation, which in turn
management values from that
aids retention and, of course most importantly,
collective experience than from
lessons, and it’s usually the
the customer’s experience. For sure, managers
any formal learning.
unexpected encounters and
  #   
But like Debra I worked in the
do that, so they have to be empowered, informed,
hospitality industry – in fact
experiences
that
teach
us
motivated and happy.
that was my career from age 20
So the other key transferable elements of
to 35 – and I took a lot from that
the most”
Hospitality to FM were about customers. Running bars
period, technically, managerially and
and restaurants is highly competitive, and you learn very
behaviourally.
quickly that repeat business is key to long term success.
Most relevant to FM was that I gained
Customers have lots of choice, and you know very quickly if
an HND in Hotel, Catering and Institutional
they are unhappy, not because they complain but because
Management. While that covered the obvious food
they simply don’t come back. That’s why catering is intensely
and accommodation services, critically for FM it also covered
focussed on performance metrics and their immediate analysis:
building systems – drainage, fabric, maintenance, power
you can track customer behaviour very closely, including things
and water supply and so on; cleaning techniques; process
like how much they each spend, how long they stay for, how
management; HR; economics; and law, with an emphasis
many people are in a group, and on very short time cycles,
on contracts. All, of course, things which are absolutely

DAVE WILSON CFM,
EFFECTIVE FACILITIES

– C-J Green
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 0 3 #  
Even back in the late seventies we could use data from cash
registers to give this kind of information, track it against past
results and reveal patterns and trends. But anyway, the key
issue was to focus on customers.
I hope that I’ve brought that across into FM – indeed, that
%00 03  *+
by CBX in the mid-90s. As I keep reminding my colleagues,
buildings don’t say “Thank You”, and buildings don’t pay your
invoices or wages – people do. For that reason alone, focusing
on customers is a good thing to do. But it does make our job
!3      

THE HR VIEW
C-J GREEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR,
SERVEST GROUP
I was really interested to
read about Debra Ward’s
experiences of waitressing
in her youth and the lessons
she learned from that time.
Debra is such a well-known
C-J Green
and successful person in
the industry and with her

   0 #   
people that no matter where they are in their career, they can
learn life-changing lessons that can help them get to where they
want to be.
Life is continually presenting all sorts of amazing lessons, and

it’s usually the unexpected encounters and experiences that
  8    0 
a degree in business with HR, I worked as a support worker
!  ##!  
backgrounds. So much of what I learned in that time has been
invaluable in my role as group HR director.
The skills, patience and resilience I developed from being
a support worker are the bedrock of my current work. I am
a really chatty person by nature. But being a support worker
allowed me to understand what people coming to me for help
really needed and wanted from me: space and a sympathetic
0      0
   #    8 0%
and have someone really listen to them. Knowing when to talk
and when to keep quiet and listen is such an invaluable skill in
my current role.
That job also taught me how to put things in perspective
and to keep the bigger goal in sight despite the setbacks. The
FM environment is a challenge each day, and no one day ever
presents the same challenges. As a support worker, I learned
early on to revel in the highs when they appear… and to roll
0    0 ##
#    0#  ! 
support to, sticks in my mind, and inspires me, to this day. Back
then he was homeless, had a drug problem and had been in and
out of a juvenile detention centre for a number of years.
I bump into him now and again these days and he
proudly tells me that he has a steady job, a home
!  !0% 0  
over the years was worthwhile, and it gave
me the patience and understanding
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   +     ;
that anything worth doing is worth doing well. He is my
reminder of the importance of staying the course, even when
it seems that you are taking 10 steps backwards and no
steps forward.
Two years ago I was also lucky enough to climb Mount
Kilimanjaro, alongside some of my Servest colleagues, to raise
 !  ! # !  
arthritis since I was child so you can imagine that climbing
the highest mountain in Africa and the highest freestanding
mountain in the world at 5,895 metres above sea level was no
small feat. Both the training to build up to the climb and the
climb itself were tests of pure determination. Reaching the top
of the mountain reinforced my belief that anything is possible
when you commit yourself and put your mind to it, even when
there appears to be a mountain-sized obstacle in the way. 

THE COACHES VIEW
DAVID KENTISH,
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER
KENTISH AND CO
Something that I never really gave
much thought to as I was growing
up was how what I was learning
0  # 
and not just my career path but
the way that I interact with others
David Kentish
around me in my personal life
as well.
03  
never planned to be a coach, what I really wanted to do was
0  !$# *7#36  
waiting for my call up). I did score for many other school and
youth teams that I played for and in a way football did help me
understand how a team combines to work well when it really
operates as a team, by providing good service to the players
around them.
 %     3    
rewarded for good service came when I did my paper round. I
loved that job, no matter what the weather I was out there on
my bike with my bag of newspapers. If other paper boys did not
turn up I would do their round as well for the extra money.
On my second year at Christmas time as I was doing my
round, a couple of my customers gave me a tip for always
getting their papers to them. This is good I thought, I must be
doing something right, so that evening I went to all my other
customers, knocked on their doors, introduced myself as their
paper boy and then wished them a merry Christmas. They were
actually pleased to see me, and everyone gave me money for
the service I had provided during the year. I went home with
my pockets full of change. The money was great, but even at
fourteen, I felt a sense of satisfaction that I had done a good job
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and that I had been bold enough to ask for “feedback” although
I did not know that was what it was at the time.
Another thing I learnt at the same age was that reliability and
a willingness to learn can trump talent.
At this stage in my life I now wanted to play guitar in a rock
band and I was just about ok. A school friend introduced
me to a lad who wanted to start a group, but he already had
a guitarist and he was good, but he did not always attend
rehearsals. So I went along at every opportunity to play.
At one rehearsal this other lad turned up and there was a
bit of a confrontation and he said to me, “so, you think you’re
  '0 # 3  
60{#  0 0 
 !  ##%#
me in the band and he was let go, it also gave me the time I
needed to improve my playing.
There have also been times when the lesson you learn is a
hard one to accept.
My early career in advertising at my second ad agency gave
me a real wake up call. Like most eighteen year olds I thought
I knew everything, and I had been at this agency for about a
year without a rise, so I spoke to my production manager who
told me to book an appointment with the general manager, Mr.
Gregory, which I did.
The conversation went something like this. “Mr. Gregory, I
have been at the agency for a year without an increase in salary
and I would like a raise please,” to which he replied, “No.”
“Why not?” asks I, “Because you’re not worth a raise.”
It was a very short conversation.
_  8 ! 0! &
    %   ! 0%78
 0   0
absolutely right, I had not applied myself to the task, and that
if I really wanted to achieve success I needed to work harder
and smarter.
I owe Mr. Gregory a big thank you for being honest with me!
I have learnt that life does not run smoothly, everything
that you learn, every experience, good or bad will add to how
you grow. How you react to these experiences will become a
measure of your success or failure.
To be doing what I do now, having our own successful
     6 # !$#
headlined Glastonbury) was never on my radar until I learnt my
most important lesson.
Work harder on yourself than you do in your job.
Find mentors, improve yourself and you improve the service
you give others.

Do you have a question that you’d like answered
by the FMJ Career Clinic?
Email: charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk

PERFORMANCE

YOU CAN RELY ON

NEW FLOOD
DEFENCE SYSTEM
SEBO DART

SEBO BS

Our newest modular flood defence
system, JBAR, provides a permanent
solution to stopping flood water in its
tracks and can help prevent spills from
entering surrounding ground and
watercourses. JBAR is designed to
protect the UK’s key infrastructure
assets, including utility compounds,
sub-stations and essential external
plant and machinery.

Made in Germany.
Built to last.
Powerful performance
Easy maintenance
High filtration
Easy to use
Quiet

01494 465533 
www.sebo.co.uk

Flood Response & Clean-Up
Flood Risk Assessment
Flood Mitigation

0800 592 827
www.adlerandallan.co.uk
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THE REDEMPTION

GAME

The question of what happens to people once they are released from prison is an age old one, but has rarely been
more prevalent or newsworthy. Footballer (or should that be former footballer?) Ched Evans has been unable to
return to work despite serving his time in jail. For a crime he maintains he did not commit. But what about the FM
#       &    

I

n 2012, Matt Yates, then 17-years-old,
     
Z !    }  
 7     
     
   " 5 
  @  6
Yates has been employed by the winter
maintenance specialist GRITIT, as a yard operative
assistant at GRITIT’s Midlands depot for almost
two years now, and is currently knee-deep in his
30   !!
to shovel grit into trailers and to service machines
in the freezing cold on pitch-black mornings, but
¡ 0%   
get out of bed in the morning and know that I’m
spending my day in the outdoors rather than
 %  #  #  
 ! 
Yates doesn’t like to talk about his time in the
   % 0 
0 3# # 
03 8!
!    % 

% !  
 %# #
3    # !## 
more determined to prove to people that I am
0   0#   !
like I have something to prove, which makes me
 : %  
8   &   
are not able to learn from their mistakes or are
 0   
 ! % # ##
0 ¡
 
 0  % 
to earn that trust back and I felt like I needed to do

$ ##0 #  
    
!   #  %
%#   ! !

name employers to remove the criminal conviction
 % !  ##  !  0
encouraged to do so by the charity Business in the
<
   #  
year ago in response to widespread discrimination
  &% &

FREEDOM
78   0 %   
Yates found himself sitting opposite GRITIT’s
  _ %% $ & 
regional director Midlands Mick Crutchley, being
 0! $ & ##
^  < < ¡ 
 6¡{ 0 #  
the area into full-time education, employment or
training, and invited them to present candidates
! 0 [¡0#!0 
the interview, was invited to GRITIT for a two-week
        
$0  [% ¡ 
 % '7  
 !  # [+}$ &
 7 ! ##
might not have had an opportunity to get to where
 0    0
 ##   %  
one way in which GRITIT makes a positive impact
on the lives of people in communities across the
"] #  X>#! `Y>>!
its turnover to charity, and the company’s Prince’s
Trust apprenticeship programme supports young
##&  # 
A number of companies in the wider facilities
  # &
#
 & 
 # # 0%- 
   *+3  <   $$
$##$  0 XZ 

WORKSHOPS
Then, in November, outsourcing company Mitie,
+   !   
charity, announced that they had created a
0#
##&
programme comprises a series of workshops
  # &0 
! %  #   # 
0%# 0 +  [ 
+&$ <  ! !+    
 +  *   
to creating opportunities for people of all
% 0!0%    
#  % ### 
_ +  00% 0 &
X>YY  # YX&0%#   
 0 7 :  #  
$%  YX
< # 0% &
into the workplace are making a vital social
    
"] ! !& 
 # 0   !
 & 0     
 +   !- 37&
   ! 
reasons is a lack of stable paid work, says the UK’s
_ 7 [[& ~Z
#!# 0 ! !
# 0%
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have turned their backs on crime will be able to
0    0
! 0  % 
world of work and contribute to society are less likely
&

$6[${  0 # 
##0% 8  #0%
#    
# 3 0%0 & 
0  !
  &      
  ! ! #    
in securing and protecting our clients’ void and
 ##  # &
 #     !
 

<             
workplace are making a vital social contribution that cannot
be underestimated”
VIEWS
    & 
struggling to get work, should employers in
   ##&
population? The Chartered Institute of Personnel
}# 6<}{ 0 %
     % 
! # !&
! #   #  
!<} # &#
X>>~ #    3
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0   3!  
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not only to address prevailing skill shortages and
#   3      
issues of corporate social responsibility and working
towards the creation and maintenance of inclusive
and economically successful communities in which
##  ##  #
   !*   + 
6*+{#    
##  &< +  
!  # *+  
encouraging to see these organisations take this
stance, we hope it is a trend that we see throughout
  +   % 
potential barriers into our profession removed and
the phasing out of anything that may discriminate
 ##%  *+
#!   3 
#
  #  
#0 # !0  #! 
%0*+#     
!3 0  &
anyone else coming into the profession, we will do
0#  0  
  
On the other hand, some companies feel unable
 # &! 
 U##   #   
is eager to make a social contribution by supporting
local schemes for people who have been long-term
 #  ##* # 
$ #   ! 
       [
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GRITIT acknowledges that some clients
 #  &
  # 
}  $ 6}${%
(formerly know as a CRB check) on potential
 #   # &
  ! !
  [+}$ &  0%
for banks and other clients that have a very
strict protocol and we need to ensure we don’t
# 3
# &!
our sites due to client protocol, but we can be
  ! 

RECOMMENDATIONS
The company also recommends introducing
a best practice procedure when employing
& 0    
monitoring any work that is being done,
    
  0   %0%
is being done correctly, and someone will check
+0%    ![

<    0 
operatives, even the guys who have been here
!3 
*    %0# 
03 ¡
to riding shotgun with the gritting operatives
 !#  0%[
also put him through various training courses
# !   :
done a skid course and will be doing trailer
training, with the eventual goal of being a
gritting operative, responsible for keeping
sites and people safe throughout the country
0 
Crutchley, who oversees Yates’s work, thinks
that employers should not be naive to the
# ! # &
+  ! 03
came here, which is probably understandable
  #  # < 
But at the same time he thinks Yates has come
# :
 : 0
   :
his initiative and looks for work to do then
%%00  :
 70
Yates is grateful beyond words for the support
of GRITIT’s senior managers and the lads on the
 ##  
!     
 0     %
!    0 
%  #   
0% 
And although Yates has aspirations to be
on the GRITIT management team one day,
he doesn’t want to skip ahead of himself too
 %  #  
 ##    
0%0!  %
03   %0%
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EMERGENCY LIGHTING

SPONSORED FEATURE

Why have addressable emergency lighting?
P4 explain why it is a mistake to underestimate the importance of your emergency
lighting, and how their FASTEL system could be the answer to questions you didn’t
even know you had.

E

ven though emergency lighting is a legal
requirement in work places and public
buildings, many of the people responsible
for these places make do with a few
emergency luminaires and the ubiquitous
exit sign. The reasons vary, from a lack of
interest, time, expertise or simply being
unaware of lighting laws.
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Give P4 a call to chat through options to meet your specific needs on 01328 850555,
e-mail info@p4fastel.co.uk or take a look at www.p4fastel.co.uk
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Get enlightened

What do you think is the worst thing that can happen if you don’t have suitable emergency
     [      *    & 
[     [            '     $%!
explains why emergency lighting is a much more serious issue than you might think

W

   
     
      ! 
        
  
 
In the past year alone a hotel owner in
Lancashire was given an 18 month jail
sentence and ordered to pay over £5,000
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in costs as he hadn’t provided a suitable
lighting system.
73 !7$
Coast had to cough up £40,000 for the same
!# 0
handed a six month sentence (suspended
for two years). I could go on. And on.
Alan Daniels, technical director of P4
^    8## 

a lack of knowledge of, and sometimes
the total disregard of legislation relating
to emergency lighting, resulting in a
continuing risk to life and the possibility of
prosecution of those responsible.”
The installation of proper evacuation
systems is, unsurprisingly, compulsory in
the UK. There are, again, unsurprisingly
plenty of premises where the lighting

FMJ.CO.UK
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aspect of the system is
ignored, overlooked or
! 
where it is installed
Daniels reports that
  8
carried out or only takes
place “occasionally.”
For those readers
 !  3
insomnia then the actual
legislation found in British
$ $ZXY
“Code of Practice for the
emergency escape lighting
of premises.”
These examples
may seem extreme,
and the punishments
disproportionate, but when you picture
the scene, it makes more sense. Would
you want to try and grope your way out
of a building in total darkness, no exits
 §  0 3 ; 
around you.
The solution to this is emergency
lighting, no surprise, any FM even vaguely
competent will recognise the importance of
these systems.
Yet Daniels remains concerned. “Despite
the ready availability of information on all
these systems, and the added incentive
!# 3    
# 3 ##    
some premises, emergency lighting is
still completely disregarded and, even if
it is installed, routine testing to ensure its
correct operation is carried out only on an
occasional basis.”
!3
a prison sentence. The damage to your
reputation would be irreparable, and
guilt crushing if someone were to die in
an emergency.

It’s not just the
 &  *    
    '
damage to your reputation
would be irreparable”

LEDs
Technology is developing and evolving
at an ever increasing rate and lighting
#  !^}
as a viable light source has also
led to dramatic improvements
 !3 !
emergency lighting systems. The
bulkhead lights once synonymous
with emergency exits are now seen as
ridiculously out of date by those in the
know. Apparently.
^}    0 
the birth of sustainability and energy saving
^}    
the advantage of requiring less power than
   
  # ^}
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be smaller, and require less power to
  #  3
reduction in energy consumption over the
 !!  *  ^}
   
lamps, have a long life, and are little
   0 #
Apparently these new designs are more
aesthetically pleasing. I’m pretty sure I
3  00
could prove how nicer looking exit lights is
essential in letting people work to their
full potential.
“There are new ranges of wall and
  & ^}   
  
the traditional ‘box’ exit signs.” Daniels
says, “Available in a choice of colours to
blend into all interiors, these signs can be
 !    0
improved illumination of the sign directing
a building’s users to an exit location in the
event of an emergency.”
Of course batteries are of huge
importance, emergency lights obviously
can’t be powered by mains electricity.
The most commonly used battery type
is still nickel cadmium, with the nickel
metal hydride type also widely used. In
an environment detrimental to a long
  !7^   
operated through a central battery system,
0  3&
protected cabling to link the luminaires to
the central battery/charger unit.

MAINTENANCE
Like anything else a lack of proper
maintenance will see your emergency
lighting system fail.
“The ‘responsible person’ is obliged
to ensure that the building’s emergency
escape route lighting systems are
periodically inspected, tested, and properly
DECEMBER/JANUARY 2015
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“Would you want to try and grope your
way out of a building in total darkness,
no exits illuminated?
  } # $
they work as intended when required, and
in compliance with regulations. Central
system batteries and generator sets must
be regularly checked and maintained .”
There is a sleuth of legislation, manuals
and regulations relating to this, all with
      %$_Z>Y~X$
ZX=    §
It is important to note though, that
the latest legislation introduced acts
retrospectively, so any premises engineered
to previous standards need to be checked
to consider if they need to be upgraded.
# #   #
a certain creek.

UNAWARE
Daniels insists that the biggest obstacle
to many in dealing correctly with their
emergency lighting is just being aware that
they have anything to deal with.
“The testing of an installation of anything
more than a small number of emergency
  3   &  
and, particularly where there are multiple
#      
overlooked or disregarded. Where the
  !     8
# !  
#   80 
  !8 0
speaking about the subject, that if I ask to
see the emergency lighting testing records
  
   
premises, the response is likely to be “What
emergency lighting?”
Yet premises without compliant
emergency lighting installations could be
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Getting the most out of
occupancy sensors

shut down, and those found ‘inadequate’
3      
action in the courts.

TECHNICAL
Daniels advises a monthly “walk-round”
check of the emergency lighting system.
“They need to ensure that emergency
luminaires are unobscured and able to
work as intended. The test results still
need to be recorded manually into a
logbook. However, the person recording
the information does not need to put
installations into test and wait to see
whether the rated discharge duration is
achieved, and need not be electrically
 3
“The Responsible Person can monitor
test results status using the remote panel,
but the monthly walk-round check is
still necessary. Reporting is automatic,
which minimises the risk of forgetting or
neglecting to do so. All test results are
recorded and logged at the main panel, to
be stored digitally and printed out when
needed. This alone can save much time and
worry, as well as making the building safer
when the results of the tests are
acted upon.”
$ 
of underestimating your emergency
lighting system can be much greater than
you might have supposed. Bet you thought
if you ever ended up behind bars you would
 !  % $0%
Redemption. Instead it might simply have
been because you hadn’t changed the light
 6^}{ }  
weren’t warned.
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The best way to do this is maximising the use of natural
  0 
    3 
Once occupancy is detected the sensor measures the
natural light, compares this against the pre-determined
 3  
$0   "]0 
    ;!  !
 ¡;!
windows, another for the internal area and a third for the
presentation/teacher area.
The lights are controlled on one occupancy control but
you can have switches to provide automatic and semiautomatic function, both near the entrance and next to the
#   
overall balance.
The other development is controlling the lights and
heating/ventilation with one sensor so reducing wasted
light but also only having the extractor fans on in a
washroom when occupied. The run-on times can be set
individually and you can also reduce the fan costs with the
timer controlled models.
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Deadline

DAY

Just in case there are any hermits out there who have been living under rocks, from New Year’s
Day it will be illegal to use R22 refrigerant to maintain or repair air conditioning systems in the
UK. If yours was installed before 2004, you will need to replace or heavily modify it by the end
&   $%!     *           

I

f you do happen to be said hermit, then don’t panic. You don’t
need to strip out all your pipework and wiring but you do need
to upgrade your units and ensure your system is free from all
that nasty refrigerant.
Of course the replacement solutions take advantage of
 0  :!  
as the models they are replacing and on occasion pay for themselves
in as little as two years. Maybe you should be glad instead of
bemoaning the hassle. Maybe.
Advice in the plethora of R22 articles over the last year or so has
been to plan ahead, but if you’re not prepared yet then that’s kind of
redundant. I bet you always did your homework the night before as
well didn’t you…
Anyway, I’ve done all the hard work for you (well the people I’ve
interviewed have), and these are your options:
You can replace your entire system, replace only those units directly
6###    0   
ones untouched, or vice-versa). Or deploy a ‘drop in refrigerant. The
only certainty is that if you haven’t acted yet, you will have to.
Mike Nankivell, marketing director for the Daikin distributor, Space
Air bemoans the lack of knowledge and foresight which surrounds
the issue.
“HCFC R22 refrigerant was phased-out under the Ozone Depleting
Substances Regulations EC 2037/2000 & 1005/2009, yet we are
still receiving enquiries and orders for Daikin parts, including
 # # 3 !#  
refrigerant HCFC R22.”
Hardly a glowing indictment of the industry’s preparedness.
“For the European market, manufacture of equipment designed to
contain HCFC R22 ceased between 2000 and 2003, so we are talking
about equipment that is at least 12 years old and in most cases has
exceeded typical life expectancy.” Nankivell continues.
“Given that from 1st January 2015 it became illegal to use HCFC
36
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R22 refrigerant for service and maintenance purposes, our concern
is that purchasers of these spare parts are either unaware of the
legislation or are using or considering so-called “drop-in” R22
alternative refrigerants.
“Reliable, leak free, R22 equipment can be legally operated until
it fails. However, in the event that it could “technically” be repaired,
once the existing R22 refrigerant charge is removed, it is illegal to
re-charge/re-commission the system using R22. Should we, in such
circumstances, simply stop selling parts for equipment designed to
use HCFC R22?”
But what does Nankivell actually advise for those in the
!6 !  {#  ! 
scramble to sort out their HVAC systems?
“Operators of such equipment basically have two choices,” he
explains. “The system can be replaced with modern day equivalent.
This is obviously what I would recommend. However you could also
recharge your system using an alternative refrigerant. However I
would absolutely not advise this.
“Of course we are sympathetic to the potential cost burden
imposed on customers as a result of the R22 phase out, however
we believe the advantages in replacing the equipment, which has
already exceeded normal service life, outweigh the disadvantages.
3 ! !    
equipment it was designed to use, is not recommended by Daikin,
the manufacturer we have represented for over 34 years.”
_% # !# 8!
outweigh the pros. For example no warranty is available on any
component, including compressors, where an alternative refrigerant
is used.
Furthermore: “So called drop ins are generally anything but, they
usually require extensive (and therefore costly) preparation and
 3 !& #  8
economically worse in the long run than simply replacing the system
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At best some of these may simply not work with your existing equipment, at
worst they may actively damage it, leading to more hassle and expense.”
with new equipment. You can be sure the system will have other age
related defects, which should be taken into consideration. Drop ins
are undoubtedly a short term measure.
“A variety of refrigerants are marketed as suitable R22 replacements
or substitutes. At best some of these may simply not work with your
existing equipment, at worst they may actively damage it, leading to
more hassle and expense.
“Finally most R22 alternatives are HFC blends with relatively
high GWP (Global Warming Potential). Given that older equipment
is more prone to leakage, such refrigerants could prove to be an
environmentally questionable choice.”
Nankivell says that Daikin’s current dilemma is whether or not they
should continue to supply parts for equipment designed to operate
with HCFC R22.
“Our decision for the time being is to maintain supplies, for as long
as they remain available, however, we will remind customers of the

  # !! #     
to quote for replacement Daikin equipment.”
But this shouldn’t be seen as a chore. (Okay, not as just a chore).
¡   %! 3!
 3  # 
For example Andy Whiteley, national sales director, HVAC for
Andrews Sykes says: “Modern equipment using refrigerants such
[Y>7 #>#  &  0
obsolete R22, meaning it can commonly pay for itself in reduced
energy costs within three or four years of a switchover.”
“If your building or process is still using R22-based air conditioning
equipment then substituting it for a more environmentally
responsible alternative is in most cases, and perhaps surprisingly,
cheaper than maintaining what you currently have.”
There you are, then. Not just legally mandated, but
   !   < ! 
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 3
Whiteley continues: “An up-to-date system
equipped with the latest technology is
also far less likely to break down and
 # 3# !
downtime. As a further incentive to switch,
the government-backed Enhanced Capital
Allowance Scheme, allows any company
replacing an R22 system with a selected
    
!     #3
This is information that facilities managers
should be aware of. Despite several months

of warnings and advice a poll conducted
by FMJ earlier this year revealed that
while 46 per cent of FMs were prepared
for the changes, 38 per cent felt they were
only “somewhat prepared” and 17 per
cent admitted that they were “not at all
prepared.”
  3     
the sand, seem to be rushing, lemming like,
toward a future in which either they have to
break the law or ask a heating company to
do so on their behalf.
Not a good place to be.

TOP TIPS FOR FMS
 Check if the system operating in your building is R22.
 Determine the impact to the business/ building if the equipment does fail.
 Find out if the larger control plants (chillers) are suitable for a retrofit and, if so,
take advice on whether or not this is a cost-effective option.
 Plan to replace all R22 plant in a controlled manner – proactive is always a cheaper
solution than reactive.
 Budget with the building owners for the capital expenditure required – prioritise
which equipment / plant needs to be addressed, based on the impact of
catastrophic failure.
 Make building owners and occupiers alike, aware of the regulations so that there
is buy-in from those who will be impacted by the work, or those that have to
finance the work.
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An up-to-date system
equipped with the latest
technology is also far less
likely to break down and cause
    *
periods of downtime.”
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Applied Systems Specialists
Space Air supplies and supports
all Daikin chillers from 5kW to 2MW.
®
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It may surprise you to know that Space Air now supports one of the most
comprehensive chiller ranges on the market. The combination of Daikin’s
renowned build quality and reliability and Space Air’s product knowledge and
application expertise will provide complete piece of mind for any chiller project.

Call us 01483 504 883
or visit www.spaceair.co.uk
© 2014 Space Airconditioning plc. All rights reserved - SA102510-12.14
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LISTED BUILDINGS

LISTLESS
WORK

In its cover features FMJ often reports on buildings that have specialist requirements. And over the past few
months there has been no shortage of buildings that are listed. But the focus has never been about that
*#       \ ] #     & ]  '  ] ^]']_  
   &   &              

S

TS has as much experience as it is possible
to have in working with listed buildings.
7      
with includes the likes of English Heritage, the
National Trust, Ripon Cathedral, Westminster
Abbey and St Paul’s Cathedral, as well as local
authorities and dioceses around the country.
The UK is home to some of the most stunning and
precious listed buildings in the world and it is vital
to preserve them for future generations to enjoy.
It is always a privilege to be able to work in
40
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partnership with the likes of English Heritage and
dioceses around the country as they constantly
strive to ensure their listed buildings - many open
to the public - are well maintained or restored when
needed.
Facilities managers must ensure that the building
coverings and external systems are functional and
in good order and, of course, maintenance is the key
for this.
We advise weekly checks and thorough seasonal
building examinations to plan for maintenance

programmes which can save organisations a lot of
  !   3 
on, they can be dealt with before they cause further
problems and damage.
Investigating usual conditions, such as new or
growing damp patches, vegetation growth and over
00    !#  
must be dealt with immediately.
 0%!  !
organisations, especially those in the public sectors
where we carry out a lot of work. Our message is

FMJ.CO.UK

LISTED BUILDINGS

 ^ 8 % &%#
them clear to avoid blockages. Do the same with
gutters and always check for a build up of any
algae deposits.
 <%! %3# 
attention to any changes in masonry.
 <%  3  !
any damage/damp.
 Roofs - always ensure good pointing and ridging
details - these can be especially sensitive on a
listed, ageing building.
 Make sure you keep a close eye on any previous
problem areas where there has been damage these could be more susceptible.
 Call in the experts for a short assessment which
will report areas of good practice maintenance
and reveal where you might need repairs.
 Consider a winter health check and cost analysis
for future maintenance - it really could save you
money in the long run.

SENSITIVITIES
There are also a number of
sensitivities that lie in the
nature of listed buildings
and must always be
taken in to careful
consideration.

always the same
- prevent damage
by implementing a
strict maintenance
program.

'   
a listed building is to
ensure that maintenance
   
   &
manager.”

PRIORITIES
The main priority with a listed
building is to ensure that maintenance
checks are carried out weekly by the facilities
manager. Our FM team has these top 10 tips:
 Carry out an external weekly check to roof areas
!  &#08
tell you if something is wrong.
 Keep a visual diary of conditions, taking note of
anything that changes.
 <% 00  
and keeping water out where needed.

FOCUS

    !   
be used on many listed buildings. Many projects
  08  
decorative features to our workshop to repair or
restore.
7"] #  3!   
high level and specialist maintenance as well as
lightning protection and industrial steeplejack
services, STS always advises to seek out contractors
0# 3!    0%
and who are trained to the highest levels with a
variety of accreditations in the heritage sectors,
such as being members of the Construction Skills
< 3 $ $* !
Great Britain.
Working on a listed building demands an
exceptionally high level of skill and expertise. It
0   #  0% 8  
and there can be many pitfalls if the job isn’t done
correctly. When working on historic buildings, it is
vital to get to know the full history beforehand and
work empathetically to ensure no disruption to
the aesthetic.
These are of course all good tips on paper, but
what about concrete examples from sites STS works
on in real life. Well, here are three examples from
three of England’s landmark locations:

LUMLEY CASTLE
#3 
 The age of the
building.
 The building’s use
- many are in daily and
 
and visitors and it would
be economically unviable
to close the business down
during works.


$#  &
8 ### 
age of the building and, hence, specialist access
systems should be employed.
 Systems have to be sympathetic to the aesthetic
of the historic building. Systems have to be
designed in such a way that they do not detract
from the building’s heritage - for example
lightning protection and safety systems need to
be hidden.
 Traditional methods - large scale, modern

Lumley Castle is a Grade I listed building in County
Durham. It dates back to the 14th century and is
now a popular hotel in Chester-Le-Street, providing
a backdrop to the cricket ground of the same name.
The Castle was converted from a manor house
Y\=| $ [#^  8! 
war in Scotland. Around 500 years later it became
 ! #!}  !3 
entering the hands of the Earls of Scarborough.
Technically the Earl still owns the site, but it is run
as a 73-bedroomed hotel by No Ordinary Hotels.
Given its location next to the cricket ground the
hotel frequently hosts visiting test teams, including
the Australian sides during recent ashes tours.
The Castle is also reported to be one of the most
haunted sites in the country. A woman named Lily
Lumley who married Ralph Lumley centuries ago, is
 #! 0
In both 2000, and 2005, visiting Australian
cricketers insisted they had witnessed the
paranormal activity. Some even went as far as to
  !
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Whilst dealing with such a unique and specialist
site, STS carries out regular surveys of the
existing fabric to identify existing and potential
  8   
are produced to ensure aspects such as windows,
masonry, rain water goods and interior/exterior
decoration are kept in good condition. Application of
all the aforementioned principles is essential
to make sure that the building
is maintained and restored
appropriately.

ROYAL COURTS OF
JUSTICE

`   
building demands an
      &
     + 
{  
# &   ;

The Royal Courts of
Justice - a Grade I listed
building - dates back
to 1882 and the site
occupies around 7.5
acres with the building
reaching around 74 meters
tall. STS carried out regular
maintenance to roof areas and
fabric to prevent damage from
inclement weather. In addition, STS has
completed a variety of high level maintenance
repairs at the historic building including the
 !3  
masonry work and internal gantry work to preserve
interior access systems.
Eleven architects competed for the privilege of
42
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designing the courts back in the
19th century.
Each was instructed to include the
Thames embankment as a backdrop and
# 0 8
much debate. Building work began in 1873,
by Messrs Bull & Sons of Southampton.
Parliament paid £1,453,000 for the 6-acre
(24,000 m2) site upon which 450
houses had to be demolished.
%0%3  
the court cost a further
£70,000, and with
decoration and
furnishing the total
cost for the building
came to under £1
million.
The dimensions
of the building (in
3{
470 feet (140 m) from
east to west; 460 feet (140
m) from north to south, and
245 feet (75 m) from the Strand
 #!

ST PAUL’S CATHEDRAL
Last, but certainly not least is the iconic St
Paul’s Cathedral in the City of London.
 8$0 

the Great Fire of London in 1666, the present
building was designed by renowned architect Sir
Christopher Wren.
Though begun almost half a century earlier,
the last stone was only placed in the Cathedral
in 1708, and was performed by the architect’s
son, Christopher Wren Jr. The cathedral was
    #   
on 25 December 1711. In 1716 the total costs
amounted to £1,095,556 or £143 million in
today’s money.
Everyone today is familiar with St Paul’s as an
iconic symbol of the capital, in no small part due
to its symbolic stance amidst the smoke and
chaos of the blitz.
Therefore it is a massive privilege and
responsibility for STS to work on the site. We
are one of few companies approved to work on
the iconic Grade 2 listed building, responsible
for all structural and high level maintenance
repairs and lightning conductor installation.
STS’s heritage engineers carry out a range of
conservation works to ensure that St Paul’s
remains one of the most treasured and visited
attractions in the UK.
The Clerk of Works also requested that masons
inspect the golden cross and dome, some 365
!! 
world. In addition, STS’s experts help the Clerk
of Works to plan for any future repairs, and
therefore keep disruption to a minimum, by
preparing a full digital condition report.

Are your

competitors

getting all the

good
publicity?
Magenta Associates
is the communications expert for the
facilities management sector.
Talk to us about raising your profile
Internal communications | PR and media relations | social media |
management and training | communications and marketing | strategy and
collateral | media training | annual reports and reviews | research

magentaassociates.co.uk
cathy.hayward@magentaassociates.co.uk
+44 (0) 1273 669917
Offices in London, Brighton and Lancaster

FM Forum
...effective every time

In this ever changing environment, all companies need to
source sustainable FM services, products and solution
providers that offer the best value for money. At the Forum,
you can find them quickly and efficiently.
Through a series pre-arranged face-to-face meetings, we
provide the ultimate platform to create new business
relationships between FM professionals and industry
product and service providers.

26th - 27th January 2015
Radisson Blu Hotel, London Stansted
Media Partner

Supported by

To attend or for further information
contact Luke Webster on
01992 374100, email fm@forumevents.co.uk
or visit forumevents.co.uk

@FMForum
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WHAT IS A TRAUMA SCENE?
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HOW DOES IT DIFFER FROM A STANDARD
CLEANING PROJECT?
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WHAT SPECIALIST EQUIPMENT DO YOU USE?
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HOW DOES WASTE DISPOSAL DIFFER?
# 3 # 0 
0 0!    
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WHAT ARE THE CONSIDERATIONS I.E.
TRAINING FOR THE TEAM?
¡    !
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THREE-IN-ONE VACUUM CLEANER, CARPET
CLEANER & WARM AIR BLOWER
The Aquarius Contractor is the NEW professional carpet and upholstery
      !
Its both a wet & dry vacuum cleaner, and also cleans & refreshes
your carpets & upholstery by spraying a mild detergent into the
carpet pile and vacuuming it up - all in one go. It features
C$VS<<$C$: 
between single motor use (ECONOMY) and twin
 &C:+$N     
required. It also features TWO DETERGENT
<    
allowing you to spray detergent deeper
into the carpet / upholstery for tougher
stains. The Contractor features a WARM
V\:+${:  
attaching the vacuum hose to the rear
motor outlet.
V    +  Y  
of just £549 +vat.
Managing director, Jonathan
 D  + S  
contractors want quality products at
great value for money prices which
is why the Aquarius Contractor is proving
so popular.”
Checkout the demonstration video on
youtube... http://youtu.be/ZpXb7nsFNV8
 www.kiamproducts.co.uk

 kiamproducts@aol.com

OVER 100 ACCIDENTS IN FIVE YEARS AT HIGH
SECURTY LABORATORIES – AN INDUSTRY
INSIDER’S RESPONSE
Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) reports published in
the Guardian newspaper (Ian
Sample, science editor, 5th
December 2014) revealed
 Y Y 
laboratories that handle the
most dangerous viruses and
bacteria have reported more
than 100 accidents or near       !
V       : {   D  
:          =  
the incidents were attributable to failures of procedure, infrastructure and
       +    !  
the incidents were the result of human error, others were the result of
equipment failure.
: {    C  {   D  
developing laboratory equipment designed to enable customers to reliably
comply with health and safety legislation. Of the HSE report he said:
“Accidents happen, even in the best facilities, but careful investment in the
U    !C       # 
ventilation monitors designed to alert operators to potential problems before
safety is actually threatened are vital.”
 tel-uk.com

 01457 868 843

 0151 548 5500

 ready@tel-uk.com

PEACOCK ENGINEERING TAKES ENTERPRISE
ASSET MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONALITY
INTO THE FIELD WITH THE LAUNCH OF
FINGERTIP MOBILITY

VEOLIA HELPS UK BUSINESSES ATTAIN COSTEFFECTIVE ENERGY EFFICIENCY THROUGH ESOS
COMPLIANT ENERGY ASSESSMENTS

Peacock Engineering has launched Fingertip Mobility, a suite of mobile
applications supported on Android and iOS devices, to provide knowledge and
decision support where they count – at the point of activity. The mobile apps
promise to transform the way asset and service management organisations
manage their business through improved information and communication for
              
all times.
/              
to undertake their work and the facility to capture the information required
from them to support the next steps in the
process. The suite currently includes Work
$    V   
and Self-service Service Requestor, with
other modules under development to meet
  !
Roger Walker, a director of Peacock
Engineering, comments, “It is our aim
to provide systems that are reliable and
available, with intuitive interfaces to ensure
high user uptake and quality data are
achieved. Fingertip Mobility is an exciting
development and meets this.”

Environmental solutions provider,
Veolia is encouraging large businesses
to sign up for an energy audit to meet
the demands of the Energy Savings
Opportunity Scheme (ESOS).
ESOS is a mandatory energy
assessment scheme designed to
support the adoption of energy     _
non-domestic sector. It requires large
businesses and their corporate groups
to employ an approved assessor to
conduct a comprehensive energy audit
by 5th December 2015 and every four
   } !
The government scheme concerns both organisations that employ at least
250 people and those that employ less than 250 people but achieve an annual
turnover in excess of €50m and an annual balance sheet in excess of €43m.
A fully approved ESOS assessor with experience from over 400 site
evaluations within its own portfolio, Veolia is helping customers and qualifying
         Y !\
        
       
and remote support that serve to identify carbon and energy cost reduction
opportunities in areas of high energy consumption.

 www.peluk.org

 www.veolia.co.uk

 info@peluk.org

 0203 356 9629

 www.gov.uk/energy-savings-opportunity-scheme-esos
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NO HANGING AROUND AT TURNER
CONTEMPORARY GALLERY
Eurosafe Solutions has secured a contract with Turner Contemporary art
gallery in Margate, Kent, to inspect the hanging points used to display its
impressive works of art.
As the Work at Height legislation requires suspended eyebolts to
be tested every 12 months, Turner Contemporary contacted Eurosafe
Solutions to ensure the gallery remained compliant and that safety for
visitors was optimised.
The project, which was completed in four days, involved the testing
and inspection of 72 eyebolts at heights of between six and eight metres,
with Eurosafe Solutions’ engineers physically testing the durability of
each hanging point with a tonne load weight.
Wayne Reid, testing and inspection sales manager at Eurosafe
Solutions said: “We carry out fall protection testing and inspection
services for a number of art galleries, so have the expertise necessary to
conduct a thorough
and efficient
service for Turner
Contemporary. The
gallery can now be
assured that they
are compliant with
their legislative
requirements, giving
them the reassurance
and peace of mind
that this brings.”
 www.eurosafesolutions.com

 www.turnercontemporary.org

SpaceVac in Northampton is set to open its first international office in
South Africa, just six
  } D  
D  C 
|\  &C\N 
    {!
C  
 D  
year for Northampton
based SpaceVac, whose
product to reach heights
that other high level
cleaning equipment
cannot was invented just
over two years ago.
The company realised
it was onto something
special with the pole
operated vacuum system
} D
     C\         
Amsterdam in May returning with 300 sales leads. SpaceVac has now been sold
     + *  !
C   S C        
V  !S <Z ;CV     `X
         !C     
             !

 www.space-vac.co.uk

 0114 250 7411

 01604 76028

PENN HOSPITAL PROVES INFECTION CONTROL
PLANS WORK

LOW ODOUR WITH NO COMPROMISES

Penn Hospital in
Wolverhampton
3 6 
2014) that legionella
  
!  0
   
  
The hospital took
preventative measures
##    0  % 
  0     ## 
# 0 !   
^    ! #   
 ! ! #  0  # 
 #  #        
0  
 ! #    
7^# 0 6:   $# {
 0%0   0  
_:$& #  7  3 !
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# # #
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  #0%7^# 0 0 #
# %  %# # #  ^ 
 www.washyourhands.co.uk
 0121 770 0593
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 enquiries@tealwash.com

Z  
sets new standard
   
industry
The next
generation of
liquid applied
roof membranes
has been
launched by Sika
U !
Z  
a low odour non   
solution that
  "X         
}         JL     } %  
against a similar one-component competitor which was established by
independent testing.
Z            
   !C           
to formulate extremely low solvent content and low odour liquid applied
membranes for a wide range of applications.
{D             
and a large number of these applications were in odour sensitive areas
such as food manufacturing plants, hospitals and schools. They were all
successfully applied without disruption to activities within the buildings.

 www.decothaneultra.co.uk
 01772 259781
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FIRE FIGHTING ENTERPRISES GAINS CCCF
APPROVAL IN CHINA FIRERAY 5000 OPTICAL
BEAM SMOKE DETECTOR

FAST DELIVERY OF HANDWASH UNITS TO HELP
COMBAT EBOLA

Fire Fighting Enterprises
(FFE) has received the
S S   S  
for Fire Products (CCCf)
approval for its Fireray
5000 optical beam smoke
detectors, allowing the
company to distribute
them in China.
 
 
optical beam detectors
can identify smoke over
much larger areas than
          
   !  Y    Y    
and measures the light and can recognise smoke interference anywhere along
the beam path, triggering the alarm signal when the pre-determined threshold
is reached.
:      %     //{_
managing director Mark Osborne. “The construction boom in China over
recent decades has been phenomenal, with hundreds of thousands of large
    U     !C/    
is trusted in many parts of the world already and we believe it is perfectly
      S   !

The Department of Health has stated that the risk of Ebola to the general
     !    %    
standby to deal with any outbreak
and more hospitals are expected to
follow suit.
In support of infection control
departments and facilities managers
within the healthcare sector, a unique
fast response service has launched.
Handwash stations will now be
available for immediate hire within
24 hours, perfect for small and secure
isolation wards being set up away
from main hospital wards.
CC{VC / &CC/N 
been created to help tackle medical
emergencies immediately with a
^ D _    
     !+ 
touch-free and fully automatic, the
device has no levers or taps to reinfect hands.
TTF personnel will deliver and
install each unit ensuring it is fully
     YY        
training on how to use and maintain the hired unit.

 www.ffeuk.com

 www.washyourhands.co.uk

 +44 (0)1462 444 740

 enquiries@tealwash.com

 sales@ffeuk.com

 0121 770 0593

HOW TO ASSESS NEW CONTRACTORS FAST,
BUT THOROUGHLY

STAFF AT SOVEREIGN HOUSING ASSOCIATION
CREDIT THE IDENTICOM WITH KEEPING THEM SAFE
WHILST WORKING ALONE

With construction output on the rise, is it time to expand your supply base in
 D     j+   Y
qualify new suppliers speedily and thoroughly?
Traditional paper-based assessments that have simply been re-created
    !\   V  V      Y
intuitive web
based system,
meaning 92
per cent of
assessments are
completed within
two working
days.
The Altius
assessment
is tailored to
the individual
contractor,
who answers
questions that are relevant to the tasks they will perform and the risks they face.
It manages compliance in many areas - not just health and safety. This includes:
commercial risk, bribery and corruption policies, information security, CSR,
quality, and environmental and employment law.
Assessment is continuous, with lapses in compliance designed out. Suppliers
        Y   
safe in the knowledge that they are always covered.
 www.altiusva.com

    S D `   \ 
and SoloProtect service to more than 550 employees at Sovereign Housing
V           !
Identicom retains its discreet Identity badge form, which allows a worker to
  ^:V _&`'  V : S   N  
worker is at risk of verbal abuse, physical attack or a slip, trip or fall. Through
=<     V : S  &V:SN
can monitor and listen into a situation, escalating directly to the emergency
    !=     
a lone worker.
V Y        Z +   \ 
       Y   !
\  S D `_   
the device, inclusive billing, 24/7
manned monitoring, SIM card,
mobile network usage, device
training, monthly reports and a
  YY 
customer support team. All
    +"'"'
   
standard which guarantees
a police escalation, one level
above a 999 call where necessary.
 www.connexion2.com

 08445 616 515
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CHEMICAL PROTECTION OR FLEXIBILITY?
Appropriate secondary containment has long been a legal requirement with
concrete bunds commonly used to protect the environment from spills of
  D !Z    *Y 
cycles, concrete is highly prone to cracking and calls for a coating with crackbridging abilities.
+*  
manufacturer
of specialist
coatings and
repair composites
have developed
a hybrid polymer
technology
incorporating a
  !+* 
4361 combines the
desired chemical
properties with the
  #D
to remain intact if
             #D
     !+      
expected to become a welcomed solution to replace coating systems that
currently exhibit cracking.
A variety of in-house and independent tests were performed measuring
   #D      !S   
 +* '[WH        
emergency situations and in cases of long-term exposure to chemicals.
 www.belzona.com

Specifiers overseeing winter
maintenance schedules can introduce
Crown Trade Timonox Flame
Retardant Coatings to underpin fire
safety management programmes.
The system reduces the risk of fire
spread on walls and ceilings, where
multiple layers of conventional paint
can create a flammable surface if they
have built-up over many years.
The Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order 2005 (England & Wales)
and the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005 underline the potential hazard of flame
spread on painted surfaces as being a factor to be considered in a fire risk
assessment. Building designers, Local Authorities, Housing Associations
and building owners have a ‘Duty of Care’ to build and maintain premises
that not only minimise fire risk but also to reduce the loss of life, injury
and damage to property if a fire was to start.
Crown Trade Timonox offers a cost effective solution to address the
situation. When applied on those areas that form part of a circulation
area or fire escape route, it can help provide additional time for a building
to be safely evacuated and for rescue services to take control of the fire
affected area which could potentially reduce damage to buildings.

 www.crownpaintspec.co.uk

 info@crownpaintspec.co.uk

 msilva@belzona.com

 0845 034 1464

FIKE’S SIGNIFIRE VIDEO SMOKE DETECTION
PROTECTS SOUTH AFRICAN POWER STATION

DIGITAL MOISTURE METER INCORPORATING
A COLOUR CODED BAR GRAPH
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situations in
their earliest
stages in
challenging
environments
8
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The new 7250 Moisture Meter is a compact,
  #  #    
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The moisture meter incorporates an
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users to interpret the moisture level at
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measuring the resistance of the material
00# [ 
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 www.fikesafetytech.co.uk

 www.etiltd.com

 fstinfo@fike.com
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STEP UP SAFETY WITH CROWN TRADE TIMONOX
FLAME RETARDANT COATINGS
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 01633 865 558

 sales@etiltd.com

 01903 202151
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SAFE AS HOUSES WITH KIDDE
Kidde Customer Place Group UK is one of the first private landlords to be
awarded the respected DASH Landlord Accreditation in Lincoln. All Place
Group properties are protected by hard-wired Kidde smoke, heat and CO
alarms with back-up power.
Place Group has refurbished period houses in Lincoln offering a range
of safe, secure studio-style bedrooms, many with their own showers and
kitchens, together with communal kitchens and laundry rooms. Kidde’s
Firex range has been installed
and every studio bedroom
now has its own smoke and
heat alarm. All kitchens and
food preparation areas also
have heat alarms, linked to
those in each bedroom. In
addition, Firex smoke alarms
protect escape routes and
boiler rooms and Kidde’s hardwired CO alarms are installed
on each floor.
Place Group CEO Rob Hunter
commented: “We chose Kidde
because there is no second
chance to get it right with
refurbishment. We wanted to
avoid any costly mistakes that
could occur if we specified a
less established brand and had
to make changes later.”
 www.smoke-alarms.co.uk

 +44 (0)1753 766392

 sales@kiddesafety.co.uk

OCS ACHIEVES CERTIFIED EMISSIONS
MANAGEMENT AND REDUCTION SCHEME
(CEMARS) CERTIFICATION
OCS has achieved
recognition for reducing
its impact on global
climate through the
S { 
Management and
Reduction Scheme
&S{<V:N   !
The world leading
greenhouse gas
   &==N       \$H'XWL
and recognises and rewards the actions of businesses that measure their GHG
emissions and put strategies in place to reduce these.
+   S{<V: 
  V  
with OCS to help them establish carbon reduction and energy management
leadership within their organisation and across their supply chain, said:
V  S{<V:         
for any business, but even more so for OCS Group, which has implemented
benchmarking and reporting across several business units. With clear targets
and action plans in place, we are looking forward to helping OCS Group
      !
      
 `    
goal, OCS is committed to achieving a 10 per cent reduction in carbon intensity
  D !
 www.ocs.co.uk
 01293 553121

ALL CHANGE AT SMP WITH £500K INVESTMENT PROGRAMME
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MONTH IN FM

BERENDSEN WINS GREEN APPLE AWARD FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL BEST PRACTICE

NEW TURBOCAST 800 GRITTER FOR
ICE-FREE GROUNDS.

 "]
 # !
  
services to the

hospitality sectors,
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 www.berendsen.co.uk

 www.gritbins.co.uk

 sales@glasdon-uk.co.uk

 01253 600 410

ORBIS STEEL SCREENS HELP BUSINESSES TO
GUARD AGAINST SQUATTERS

THE INTERIORS GROUP DESIGN AND FIT OUT
OFFICE FOR DEVERE GROUP
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 www.orbisprotect.com

 www.interiorsgroup.co.uk

 info@orbisprotect.com
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WHITE PAPER CALLS ON FMS TO LOCALISE
AND PERSONALISE THE GUEST EXPERIENCE

NEW OCS YOUNG SPORTSPERSON OF THE
YEAR 2014

Workplaces which provide a personalised approach to each guest but with a
    #       
    D       
    !C _      The Role of the
Guest Experience in Delivering Facilities Management Excellence from bespoke
hospitality business
+  !
The white paper,
which is available
to download
from bennetthay.
co.uk, explores the
importance of the
guest experience
to businesses,
and how more
organisations are
turning to the hotel
sector to implement
Y Y
D           !\
examines what guests want from a corporate experience: a global, local and
personalised approach, and looks at how the FM team can deliver a bespoke
feel to their FM service delivery.
The paper provides a series of top tips and recommendations to facilities
managers to improve their guest experience.

  /
was selected,
from a group of 12
talented regional
winners, for the
title of overall
winner of this
 _$S@ 
Sportsperson
Awards.
The award was
made to the 12
year old artistic
gymnast at the
awards ceremony
at City Hall in
  
 ++S            
=  !C        _H`+ 
Champion and the Individual Apparatus Champion on pommel horse, rings
 *   !
Over the last 17 years, the OCS has granted sports bursaries of over £500,000
to more than 200 athletes through its Young Sportsperson (YSP) Awards
initiative. For the last four years, OCS has worked with SportsAid, the charity
   HLXX    Y   
each year, to identify who should receive the support.

 www.bennetthay.co.uk

 www.ocs.co.uk

 020 7559 3688

 info@bennetthay.co.uk

NEW ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO HOT AND COLD
WATER SERVICES
Complements BSRIA’s other best-selling illustrated guides to mechanical
and electrical building services
and also renewable technologies.
C     
and safety issues that need to
be considered when designing,
installing and maintaining
hot and cold water services in
buildings. Other critical issues
include the prevention of leakage
and wastage in order to avoid
the high costs of repairing water
damage and contravening the
+ :  !
The guide explains the
principles and technology used
in hot and cold water services,
also known as domestic water
services, in all types of buildings.
For construction clients, this
guide provides a simple insight
into the main system options
and can help improve communication with the design team. For construction
professionals, the guide provides a quick reference to hot and cold water
services systems.
`X     /<   !{  +$$/<\`X !
 www.bsria.co.uk/goto/ighcws
 bookshop@bsria.co.uk

 01344 465 529

NEW PARKING SYSTEM FROM APT SKIDATA
SUPPORTS CANARY WHARF’S CUSTOMER
SERVICE APPROACH
7 #  &!&&
art parking system from APT
$%  0 
#%     
is helping Canary Wharf
+ 6< +{ 
     
throughout the entire parking
  |~
^
 #%  ! 
7$%  0 #
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 www.canarywharf.com

 020 7418 2326

 john.garwood@canarywharf.com
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SARACEN ADDS TO ITS CITY
FINANCE PORTFOLIO
    
consultant, Saracen
Interiors continues
to make its mark on
the City as it adds to
the string of projects
it has completed for

   
in the capital this year.
\_  %
valued at £75,000,
for a privately
held investment
manager, was completed earlier this month and encompassed a complete
     _      !
Saracen announced plans to build its portfolio of general refurbishment
projects for City-based investment banks earlier this year before going on to
      %    
  
/ DS      \  = !
Joint managing director of Saracen Interiors, Michael Page is delighted that
the company is building a reputation in the City for its expertise in carrying out
 Y  % }       !
$              Y
based clients, working across a wide range of commercial projects from
Y  
        
 !

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

COMMERCIAL SERVICE CHARGE REPORT SHOWS
NEARLY HALF OF UK RETAIL PROPERTY AT RISK OF
NON- COMPLIANCE
Commercial Service charge consultancy
Property Solutions has published
its latest Service Charge Operating
Report (SCOR) for Retail, presenting
a benchmarking exercise on service
charge costs and compliance with best
practice in service charge management
    !
C`XH'    
    _  
targets, show that a huge proportion of
shopping centres and retail properties
are not on track to hit required energy
  `XH"  !
The report also highlights nine areas
of compliance that landlords and
agents should work towards for best
  
    !C _    
in compliance of six of the nine compliance categories. Of the three categories
that showed improvement when compared with previous years, the most
encouraging increase was in the disclosure of accounting principles with 43
per cent of buildings compliant compared with 22 per cent last year.
To download the full report visit: www.property-solutions.co.uk/researchand-benchmarking/benchmarking/

 www.saraceninteriors.com

 www.property-solutions.co.uk/research-and-benchmarking/
benchmarking/

APT SKIDATA PROVIDES PARKING
TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE AT CHURCHILL
SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE

GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS GROUP
SPIRENT PICKS ROMBOURNE’S SWINDON
OFFICE FOR EXPANSION
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World-leading
    
Spirent has opened
  
Swindon, taking space
at Rombourne Serviced
$ _   
 /!
   
   
 
 
Wiltshire in May following
D     : !CHXXXU}   
HJX        `LY   !
: _           
    !C   +:{{V<^ _  
air conditioned.
\  Y    :  
capitalised on by installing the very latest Cisco-powered, self-healing
network so that tenants have ultra-fast, reliable IT.
            
said Rombourne manager, Mr Endacott. “I think that the success of our
customer-driven ethos is borne out by the fact that Spirent chose one of our
          !

 www.aptcontrols.co.uk/apt-skidata

 www.rombourne.co.uk
 info@rombourne.co.uk
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CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF BEING
IN BUSINESS!
Hydro-X, the
environmental
compliance company
with water and air
hygiene at its core is
now celebrating its
30th birthday! From
a company that was
started and run by
Patrick Loveday in
1984, Hydro-X has now expanded to over sixty employees with three
regional offices across the country – now that’s something to celebrate.
Hydro-X delivers expertise in water, air and carbon, energy, water
saving sustainability technologies, supporting our customers in achieving
significant environmental and economic performance benefits, as well as
ensuring strict compliance to regulatory demands. Our company mission
is to deliver a quality of service to our customers which are unsurpassed
by the rest of the industry and to provide innovative solutions to
meaningful problems.

CAFM EXPLORER 9 AVAILABLE NOW
SV/<{D       
   
and their operational environments. The latest release - CAFM Explorer 9 enhances the product by adding:
\ 
     #D   
increased worker responsibility
       Y          
     
• Increased document expiry control
\                
< }$           
convenience and speed
• Enhanced health checks to assure high performance
CAFM Explorer addresses the challenges faced by facilities managers by
combining a comprehensive database that stores asset and operating data
with powerful tools to track, retrieve, analyse and report on all aspects
of working life within a facility or portfolio of facilities.

What we do:
• Water Treatment, Hygiene, Monitoring and Control
• Air Quality and Compliance
• Carbon, Water and Energy Saving Products
• Cooling Towers and Boiler Water
• Special and Bespoke Projects
 www.hydro-x.co.uk

 yasmin.ireland@hydro-x.co.uk

 01909 565133

 www.cafmexplorer.com/cafm9

 01293 560056

 cafm@mclarensoftware.com

SatiLED - A RISING STAR! FROM P4,
THE UK’S RECOGNISED EMERGENCY
LIGHTING SELF-TEST EXPERTS
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TRAINING
to organisations’ HR professionals;
well planned training helps them
$+7[6# 3    
achievable, realistic and time bound)
objectives. HR professionals can link
training activity to direct business
needs now and link to the future
via strategic plans. Training then
becomes an essential component
of organisational development and
It’s natural for companies to see a direct need for training in response to new
behaviour, providing a multitude of
services or provide induction courses for new employees due to expansion. This is
3 
So far we’ve explored the direct
a tried and tested way to manage learning and development opportunities in any
3   
 #    
organisation, not to mention an essential aspect in being able to deliver services
 3+ "]0 
 &*         ]~[          
recruitment site sees training as
providing a strong value in recruitment.
    ! $ #  & [ ] '    
Companies who have a strong and
successful training strategy have a
their next role in FM. With an increasing site, where employees and interviewees stronger developed brand, which is
n my role as the head of Asset
especially attractive to graduates and
leave anonymous positive and
transient workforce, many companies
$7 4  
mid-career changers. Additionally,
negative feedback about businesses.
may think that it is not worth investing
to deal with the immediate training
companies with a rigorous training
Potential employees do review such
 !  %  
requirements of companies.
and development strategy, who also
sites to see if the company culture,
taking the investment with them. At
Firstly, we need to take into account
 3!#    
salary, professional development and
face value this makes sense, training
the context that FM companies are
opportunities as part of the recruitment
training opportunities match their
costs money and time, and if the
working in.
expectations. As the economy improves process, attract more candidates.
recipient of the training leaves they
"]  3 0 
A company’s commitment to training
and more workers look for their next
% 0  7 
8#3 
will be heard in the marketplace by job
opportunities it will be increasingly
perspective is summed up by a quote
crash in 2008. Such positive news is
seekers and recruitment professionals
important for companies to be seen
attributed to various sources:
highlighted by the latest CBI report
through word of mouth and by
in a positive light. Investing in your
CFO asks his CEO, “What happens if
that shows growth in Quarter 3 will
positive feedback, by current and
we invest in developing our people and employees through training and
be in the region of 0.7 per cent; this
past employees. What’s more your
education is more likely to encourage
then they leave the company?” CEO
#!>~# 3
company reputation for training will
them to leave positive reviews about
answers, “What happens if we don’t,
quarter and 0.9 per cent in the second
be built through those educational
your business. In turn helping to
and they stay?”
quarter. On a global basis the UK is
establishments, which advise
promote your brand and encourage
In the current climate businesses
mainly outperforming its competitors.
and guide promising talent in the
quality applicants for positions you
can use training as retention and
Therefore it comes as no surprise
jobs market.
3
a recruitment tool. For existing
that unemployment is falling as the
As the economy improves we are
But what else does employee
employees training can be seen as
economy improves. As such, the latest
likely to see more opportunities in
  # 
an essential aspect of employee
#!  !_ 
FM for those currently working in and
hardworking businesses? According
Statistics states that between June and development. Using one-to-ones and
those new to the sector. Competition
to the Chartered Institute of Personal
appraisals, training can be marketed
August 2014, the unemployment rate
for the best candidates will increase
}# 6<}{   
0 #  03  to the employee to show how the
and savvy companies will be reviewing
  3 
company values their commitment to
2008. This is excellent news for the UK
  #  
the company, and strengthen employee than the immediate skills required
and whilst we still live and operate in
best and retain the best ensuring
     ##        
uncertain economic times, it is hoped
operational excellence and standards,
potential, linking learning to actions
can also assist with medium to
that this upward trend will continue.
  3!
and theory to practice. In FM this is
long term retention. As part of the
The growth in the economy is mainly
investing in training has a ripple
especially pertinent; with complex
psychological contract (essentially
in the service sector of which FM is a
 # 8*+    # 
the understandings and informal
major contributor. Members of The
the employer.
  3 % #! 
obligations between an employer and
Building Futures Group who work in
   3!
  
FM recruitment are telling us that there its employees regarding their mutual
column focusing on training and
pitches and strategic problem solving.
expectations of how each will perform
is growth in jobs in the sector and in
$# ! education, and I would very much
their respective roles), training is an
fact candidates are receiving multiple
the practical and strategic at all levels is like to hear from you about the issues
     ! essential component,
required to help the FM sector deal with      
it shows companies value the
  
an ageing leadership – only by investing individual and company training
So, how does this all relate to training employee, improves moral and
and educational needs.
in the leaders of tomorrow will we be
enhances service delivery.
and education?
   3!##
Furthermore, employees are
As the economy improves, it is likely
Please email jfreemantle@
consistently using social business tools in the next 10 – 20 years.
that there will be greater movement
thebuildingfuturesgroup.com
<}  3
such as ‘Glassdoor’ a company review
!00 0 % !

CAN TRAINING REALLY ENHANCE
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE?

I
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PEOPLE

SERVEST ADDRESSES FM
SKILLS GAP IN APPRENTICE
RECRUITMENT DRIVE
Servest Group has recruited 15 facilities management
apprentices for its cleaning contract at the Houses
of Parliament, as part of a wider drive to employ 100
apprentices across the business by October next year.
3YZ##  0 0Y|
24-years-old and are paid the London Living Wage, have
committed to an initial year-long FM apprenticeship at
the Parliamentary estate which contains more than 100
staircases, 1,100 rooms and three miles of corridors.

} 3 !##  # 0 
receive continuous on-the-job training, including one-toone sessions, on all aspects of cleaning from using and
         #!
 ###   !
environment. At the end of this period, the apprentices
will then have the choice to continue with the cleaning
  # *+3  
security or mechanical and electrical maintenance.
3&  0 ##  
own team supervisory role by the fourth year and an
   38   !  
expectations that the demands of these positions require.

CIC appoints SPIE to lead
its green agenda
George Adams, UK engineering director
of SPIE, has been appointed chair of
the CIC (Construction Industry Council)
Green Construction Panel, a position
which will see him actively involved in
the London Climate Change Partnership,
holding workshops and advising
building owners about the future of
building and construction, in particular
environmental systems within buildings.
George will hold the new CIC role for an initial three year
period. During this time, he and other members of the panel,
one of a number of new specialist panels maintained by the
Council, will advise on twelve issues relating to sustainability
and carbon reduction including Climate Change Mitigation
and Buildings, Aiming for Low Carbon Economy and
Adaptation Design Strategy.

PHS MAKE CHANGES ACROSS THE BOARD
PHS Group Investments Limited,
the holding company of workplace
service provider ‘PHS’, has
announced its appointment
of a new board, following the
completion of the Scheme
Arrangement last month.
Justin Tydeman has been
appointed the new chief executive of PHS. Previously, Tydeman was CEO of Selecta
Group, Europe’s largest food and drink vending business with sales of over €700 million
and more than 5,000 employees in 24 countries.
$ '   Z    ~   
    ~}$      (  (5  
* 6(      (Z!    
and Reliance Security Services.
Gareth Rhys Williams, the existing CEO, will be leaving the business, following an
extended handover period, stepping down on 31 December. He was brought into the
company in May 2012, and has been instrumental in stabilising the business, refocusing
it on customer service, and oversaw the operational restructuring of the business,
culminating in the Scheme of Arrangement which has introduced a capital structure
enabling the business to grow. He leaves with every good wish from the company,
  Z
The new board will be chaired by Christopher Kemball who is an experienced
chairman of public and private companies. From 2005 to 2012 he was chairman of
(      8      
Europe.
The other non-executive directors are Graham Oldroyd and Peter Williamson.
               
the industrials sector and its Nordic business. Williamson has substantial experience
in international business development and was previously employed in senior
     (73 /   7   4(~ 
         

Serco hit with board changes
as the Lyon steps down
International service company, Serco, has announced that chairman, Alastair Lyons has
informed the Board of his intention to step down once a replacement has been appointed.
This serves as yet another blow to the troubled company which was hit with a six-month
ban on UK government contracts last year, following a scandal over criminal tagging which
claimed the company had been charging for tagging people who were either in jail or
deceased. Serco’s reputation was also further dented as it struggled to add new work to its
%  #  #3# Z|# 3
!!  0    #3!!X>YZ
Lyons commented: "Whilst colleagues have asked me not to resign, it has been my
intention to step down once a new strategy and direction for the business were in place."

NORSE APPOINT NEW DIRECTOR
Richard York has been appointed director of Norse’s security
division and managing director of the company’s event security and
stewarding arm, EventGuard.
Prior to joining Norse, York held the positions of general manager
at Dardan Security and a consultant with NYL Global.
Before that he had a career with the police, working
predominantly with Crime Investigations and with the National
Crime Squad.
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JOBS IN PROPERTY

OUT IN THE COLD – DEALING WITH UNEXPECTED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

W

hen it comes to job
interviews, every source tells
you to prepare, prepare, prepare
beforehand. Occasionally, though,
your interviewer will throw you
a cold question – something you
may not have been prepared to
answer – and watch how you react.
It’s a test of how you think on your
feet, a critical skill in facilities
management, and how you
construct your answer is almost as
important as what you say. Jennifer
Wark of Jobs in Property discusses
handling cold questioning and how
to impress your interviewer with
your answers.
Stay calm. So they’ve hit you with
&    
 3 
     %  
%  #   
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CAREER LADDER

Facilities management is known to be a career that
Name: Owen Gower

people fall into from other sectors. In this regular

Current role: Commercial
manager, VINCI Facilities
Born: February 1984
Lives: j

column, FMJ chats to a facilities professional about

Education: BA (Hons) Fine Art,
BSc (Hons) Quantity Surveying

Gower, commercial manager, VINCI Facilities
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how they got into the sector and takes a look at
their career path. This month we talk to Owen
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? What was the best job, that you
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? What’s changed most since you
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? What advice would you give
to young people coming into the
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? How would you describe what
you do to a stranger at a dinner
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Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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Whether your in-house
team needs assistance
at busy times, you’re
looking for robust
Business Continuity &
24/7 solutions, or you
simply want to cut costs,
Moneypenny can help.
We’re experts in looking
after calls for corporates.

We look after telephone calls.
That’s all we do. We do it superbly.

0333 202 1005 • moneypenny.co.uk

